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Unterwegs am Kalkalpenweg

Nationalpark
Kalkalpen

Wander

spezialisten

Der 150 Kilometer lange Kalkalpenweg verbindet das oberösterreichische Ennstal mit dem Nationalpark Kalkalpen und
dem Toten Gebirge. Je nach Lust und Laune lassen sich elf
Tagesetappen miteinander verbinden, man erwandert den
gesamten Weitwanderweg an einem Stück oder wählt einzelne Tagestouren aus.
Von Reichraming aus wandert man durch das urige Waldmeer des Hintergebirges. Ausgedehnte Wälder und wasserreiche Schluchten prägen hier die Landschaft des Nationalpark Kalkalpen. Gastfreundliche Almen laden zur Einkehr ein und bieten eine herrliche Aussicht auf die
Ennstaler Alpen und Haller Mauern. Über die Ebenforstalm und den Steyrsteg wendet sich der Kalkalpenweg
dem südwestlichen Teil des Nationalparks, dem Sengsengebirge zu. Weiße, schroffe Kalkgipfel und unerschlossene Plateaus bilden hier das Rückgrat der Landschaft. Im Windischgarstner Tal angekommen, lockt schon das
nächste Etappenziel mit der Gowilalm und Vogelgesang-Klamm. Ein Gipfelerlebnis erwartet den Bergwanderer
dann am 2.388 Meter hohen Warscheneck, einer Bergspitze im gleichnamigen Naturschutzgebiet im Herzen
des Toten Gebirges. Der Kalkalpenweg ist ein Geheimtipp unter Liebhabern stiller Bergwelten. Bei den Nationalpark Kalkalpen Wanderspezialisten, einer Gruppe profilierter Beherbergungsbetriebe, findet der Naturfreund
eine ideale Unterkunft. Die Wanderspezialisten freuen sich auf Ihren Besuch und helfen bei der Vorbereitung
Ihrer Bergtouren. Nähere Infos: www.wanderspezialisten.com

Unterwegs am Kalkalpenweg
Pauschalangebot – 4 Tage Wandergenuss in Windischgarsten
Als Wandergast erhalten Sie im Nationalpark Hotel Villa Sonnwend alle Vorzüge für einen gelungenen Wanderurlaub. Umfangreiche Wandertipps, ein hoteleigener Wanderbus, Sauna,
Lagerfeuerbereich oder Liegewiese stehen Ihnen zur Verfügung. Am ersten Tag geht es
gemütlich auf die aussichtsreiche Gowilalm, wo Sie eine romantische Hüttennacht
verbringen. Nach einem zünftigen Almfrühstück wandern Sie über die Hofalm
zur Bosruckhütte. Konditionsstarke Wanderer werden die Variante über den
Hallersteig und den Gipfel des großen Pyhrgas wählen. Den krönenden
Tagesabschluss bildet ein genussreiches Abendessen in der Villa Sonnwend. Mit der Pyhrn-Priel Card, die für die
Dauer des Aufenthalts gratis zur Verfügung steht, lassen sich weitere Höhepunkte in der Nationalpark Region
kostenlos erleben. Das Angebot reicht von geführten Nationalpark Touren, über einen Besuch im gläsernen
Information & Buchung
Panoramaturm am Wurbauerkogel bis hin zu Freifahrten mit den örtlichen Bergbahnen.
Villa Sonnwend
National Park Lodge
Tel. +43 (0) 75 62 / 205 92, Fax 206 14
villa-sonnwend@kalkalpen.at
www.villa-sonnwend.at
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Dear reader,

The year 2010 saw many highlights in the work, efforts and results of
the Naturefriends movement. One was the publication of the Yearbook of 2009 from the International Young Naturefriends (IYNF),
a publication that was a huge success and has been widely spread
both within and outside the Naturefriends movement. Building on
this success IYNF and Naturefriends International (NFI) decided
to publish a joint yearbook for 2010. The result of this is in front
of you! It is as manifold and varied as is the Naturefriends movement itself. The two umbrella organisations IYNF and NFI represent
23 member organisations with 500,000 members on three continents. That brings along different structures, different thematic
focuses and different languages. These varieties are clearly visible
in this book. Some articles are in English, others in German and
some in French (those have English summary in it). This preface,
the article “On the Naturefriends movement” and the Outlook 2011
can be found in all 3 languages. In the table of content you can find
an indication of the language of each article.
The Yearbook has no claim to completeness. It is an exhibition
of highlights, activities and opinions from within the movement that
was founded in 1895 in Vienna and has grown into two internationally active NGOs. And if you take a closer look you will see the commonalities emerging despite the differences. The common objectives that unite Naturefriends from all over the world. We stand for
a fair dealing with each other, for social and environmental responsibility, for sustainability in tourism and recreational use.
The content of this book includes various pictures that were
taken during 2010, highlights of our organisations, opinions of peo-

ple in the movement, information on the Naturefriends houses, all
contact details of IYNF and NFI, our staff and board members, and
also the member and IYNF partner organisations. We truly hope
this will help you to get more in touch with each other. We encourage international cooperation such as organising projects together,
sharing knowledge and information and learning. After all, being an
international movement makes things sometimes a bit more complicated, the international network and size is also one of our biggest
strengths when we manage to make optimal use of it.
We hope you enjoy reading it, and we highly appreciate your
comments and feedback!
Berg frei!

Martijn van den Berg
Secretary General IYNF

Christian Baumgartner
Secretary General NFI

Preface
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Liebe Leserinnen und Leser,

Das Jahr 2010 war reich an Höhepunkten was die Arbeit der Naturfreunde angeht. Einer dieser Höhepunkte war die Veröffentlichung
eines Jahrbuchs 2009 der Naturfreundejugend Internationale (NFJI),
welches ein großer Erfolg wurde und sowohl innerhalb der Naturfreundebewegung als auch darüber hinaus eine weite Verbreitung
fand. Auf diesen Erfolg aufbauend haben die NFJI und die Naturfreunde Internationale (NFI) beschlossen für 2010 ein gemeinsames Jahrbuch herauszugeben. Das Ergebnis dieser Zusammenarbeit
liegt nun vor Euch! Es ist so vielfältig und abwechslungsreich wie
die Naturfreundebewegung selbst. Die beiden Dachorganisationen
NFJI und NFI repräsentieren 23 Mitgliedsorganisationen mit über
500.000 Mitgliedern auf drei Kontinenten. Diese haben zum Teil
unterschiedliche Strukturen, thematische Schwerpunkte in ihrer Arbeit, und auch verschiedene Sprachen. Diese Vielfalt ist in diesem
Buch klar ersichtlich. Viele Artikel sind englisch geschrieben, einige
deutsch und manche französisch. Einige Beiträge findet Ihr auch in
allen drei Sprachen. Die jeweiligen Sprachen werden im Inhaltsverzeichnis ausgewiesen.
Das Jahrbuch erhebt keinen Anspruch auf Vollständigkeit. Es bietet einen Überblick über Highlights, Aktivitäten und Meinungen aus
einer Bewegung die seit ihrer Gründung 1895 in Wien zu zwei international aktiven NGOs herangewachsen ist. Und wenn man sich das
Buch genauer ansieht werden die Gemeinsamkeiten sichtbar die
über all den Unterschieden stehen: Die Ziele, die Naturfreunde auf
der ganzen Welt vereinen. Wir stehen für ein faires Miteinander, für
soziale und ökologische Verantwortung, für eine nachhaltige Entwicklung im Tourismus und in der Freizeitgestaltung.
Bilder, Highlights von Mitgliedsorganisationen, Interviews und die
Naturfreundehäuser – all das und vieles mehr sind in diesem Buch
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zu entdecken. Natürlich auch unsere Mitarbeiterinnen und Mitarbeiter, unsere Vorstände sowie die Kontaktdaten unserer Mitgliedsorganisationen und der NFJI Partnerorganisationen. Wir hoffen, dass
dadurch auch der internationale Austausch innerhalb der Bewegung
weiter verstärkt wird und ermutigen alle Naturfreundinnen und Naturfreunde gemeinsame Projekte durchzuführen, ihr Wissen und
ihre Informationen miteinander zu teilen und voneinander zu lernen. Denn die Internationalität unseres Netzwerks ist – auch wenn
sie manche Abläufe zuweilen etwas kompliziert erscheinen lässt –
eine große Stärke unserer Bewegung, wenn wir sie optimal nutzen!
Wir wünschen Euch viel Vergnügen beim Lesen und freuen uns
sehr über Kommentare und Feedback!
Berg frei!

Martijn van den Berg
Generalsekretär NFJI

Christian Baumgartner
Generalsekretär NFI

Chères lectrices, chers lecteurs,

Pour le travail des Amis de la Nature, l’année 2010 a été très riche en
événements. L’un des points forts, la publication de l’Annuaire 2009
de l’Internationale des Jeunes Amis de la Nature (IJAN), a été un grand
succès et a trouvé une large diffusion au sein du mouvement des Amis
de la Nature et même au-delà. Fort de ce succès, l’IJAN et l’Internationale des Amis de la Nature (IAN) ont décidé de publier ensemble
un Annuaire 2010. Voici le résultat de cette coopération ! Il est tout
aussi varié et diversifié que le mouvement des Amis de la Nature luimême. Les deux Fédérations Internationales, l’IJAN et l’IAN, représentent 23 organisations membres regroupant plus de 500.000 membres
répartis sur trois continents, dont les structures sont partiellement
différentes, de même que les points forts de leur travail et les langues
qu’elles utilisent. Cette grande diversité se reflète dans le livre que
vous avez entre vos mains. De nombreux articles sont écrits en anglais,
d’autres en allemand et quelques-uns en français. Vous trouverez aussi
plusieurs contributions dans les trois langues. Les langues en question
sont toujours mentionnées dans la table des matières.
L’Annuaire ne prétend pas avoir un caractère complet. Il offre un
aperçu des points forts, des activités et des opinions représentant
un mouvement qui s’est développé – depuis sa création en 1895
à Vienne – pour devenir une ONG active à l’échelle internationale.
Mais ceux qui regardent l’Annuaire de plus près reconnaîtront qu’il
y a plus de points communs que de différences. Ce sont les objectifs qui unissent les Amis de la Nature dans le monde entier : Vivre
ensemble dans un monde équitable, assumer sa responsabilité sociale et écologique, promouvoir le développement durable dans le
tourisme et l’organisation des loisirs.
Vous trouverez dans le présent Annuaire des photos, les grands
événements concernant les différentes organisations membres,

des interviews et la présentation des Maisons des Amis de la Nature – et beaucoup plus encore. Pour vos contacts, vous y trouverez bien entendu également toutes les informations utiles sur nos
collaborateurs, nos comités de direction ainsi que nos organisations
membres et les organisations partenaires de l’IJAN. Nous espérons
intensifier ainsi l’échange international au sein de notre mouvement
et nous tenons à encourager tous les Amis de la Nature à réaliser
en commun des projets, à partager leurs savoirs et leurs informations et à apprendre les uns des autres. Car même si certaines procédures semblent parfois un peu compliquées, le caractère international de notre réseau constitue justement sa grande force, si nous
savons en profiter à plein.
Nous vous souhaitons une bonne lecture et serons heureux de
recevoir vos commentaires et réactions !
Berg frei!

Martijn van den Berg
Secrétaire général de l’IJAN

Christian Baumgartner
Secrétaire général de l’IAN

Préface
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Contact us!

International Young Naturefriends
Senovážné nám. 24, 110 00 Praha 1,
Czech Republic
tel.: +420 234 621 573
fax: +420 234 621 574
e-mail: iynf@iynf.org
follow us on:

IYNF is member of:

www.iynf.org

Naturefreunde Internationale
Diefenbachgasse 36, A-1150 Wien, Austria
tel.: +43 (0)1 892 38 77
fax: +43 (0)1 812 97 89
e-mail: office@nf-int.org

www.nf-int.org
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On the Naturefriends movement
Martijn van den Berg, Florian Rosenberg

The Naturefriends movement was launched in Vienna, in 1895,
with the objective of rousing people’s enthusiasm for nature and of
arranging for them to spend time in nature. It has its roots in the
labour movement, and was quickly spread first within the German
speaking countries and then in large parts of Europe and overseas.
The idea of offering members of the working class living and working in drastic conditions a getaway found fertile soil: Naturefriends
started with 191 members in 1985, and by 1915 it had 16,100.
After World War I the movement had a time of prosperity, in 1930
214,924 members and 428 Naturefriends Houses were accounted
for. After the 1933 ban by the National Socialist regime until the
end of World War II, the Naturefriends movement survived only in
Switzerland and in the USA. After 1945 the rebuilding of the Naturefriends International started from its head office in Zurich (CH) –
strong ties that outlasted the time were even further strengthened.
Naturefriends organisations were re-established in many countries,
and the cooperation tightened. In 1988, NFI’s head office moved
back to Vienna – into the very same building it had been driven
out 54 years ago, and where it still has its office to the present day.
Currently, the Naturefriends network consists of 23 member organisations with approximately 500,000 members. The national
federations and local Naturefriends groups run more than 1,000
Naturefriends Houses.

The establishment of the international youth branch
of Naturefriends
In 1975, the International Young Naturefriends (IYNF) was established by a small group of young people from a few member organisations who went on to form the first Presidium. The young Naturefriends were unsatisfied with the offer and possibilities for them and
thus it became an independent branch of NFI, becoming responsible for the international youth work of the young – up to around

30 years of age – Naturefriends all over Europe. Just like NFI, IYNF
became and is an umbrella organisation, supporting the work of its
16 member and 5 partner organisations, consisting of 130,000 individual young Naturefriends and organised in more than 1,000 local
groups. Internal IYNF activities were clearly “red” during the 1980s,
focusing a great deal on the socialist roots of the organisation. Over
the years however, IYNF's approach has softened considerably, becoming markedly more “pink” as it was hard to get one common
opinion of our member organisations and also because we were not
sure if our primary focus, concern and added value were on the political level. The enlargement of the organisation with MOs from
Central- and Eastern Europe was one of the most important developments during the early 1990s. IYNF was one of the first INGYOs
(International Non-governmental Youth Organisation) to develop
in such a way.
IYNF nowadays fosters a sense of belonging of young Naturefriends to the international movement, promote ideals of personal
development and responsible and sustainable life in both social
and natural environment and represents young Naturefriends on
the European level. In its work, IYNF uses methods of non-formal,
experiential and environmental education and intercultural learning, organises leisure and capacity building, outdoor and amateur
art activities and supports active citizenship by promotion of youth
participation. Examples of this are trainings, seminars, workshops,
conferences, youth exchanges and several publications that are in
the benefits of our members and the members of our member organisations.
Presenting the history of the Naturefriends on one page is impossible, we would therefore like to refer to the chronicle of the
Naturefriends movement published in 2005 (Berg frei – Mensch
frei – Welt frei; ISBN 3-9502060-0-0), available via the shop of the
NFI website (www.nf-int.org).
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Über die Naturfreundebewegung
Martijn van den Berg, Florian Rosenberg

Die Naturfreundebewegung wurde 1895 in Wien mit dem Ziel gegründet, Menschen für die Natur zu begeistern und ihnen Erholung in der
Natur zu ermöglichen. Ihre Wurzeln liegen in der Arbeiterbewegung,
und ihre Ideen verbreiteten sich rasch: zuerst in den deutschsprachigen Ländern, in Folge auch in anderen Teilen Europas und in Übersee.
Das zentrale Anliegen, Mitgliedern der Arbeiterschaft, welche zu dieser Zeit mit meist drastischen Arbeits- und Lebensbedingungen konfrontiert waren, Zugang zur Natur zu ermöglichen, fiel auf fruchtbaren
Boden. Startete man im Jahr 1895 mit 191 Mitgliedern, so waren es
1915 bereits 16.100. Auf die Schrecken des Ersten Weltkriegs folgte
eine Zeit des rasanten Wachstums der Naturfreundebewegung. 1930
zählte sie bereits 214.924 Mitglieder und 428 Naturfreundehäuser.
Von den Nationalsozialisten 1933 verboten, überdauerten die Naturfreundeorganisationen einzig in der Schweiz und in den USA. Von dem
damaligen Büro der Naturfreunde Internationale in Zürich (CH) wurde
auch der Wiederaufbau der Bewegung nach dem Ende des Zweiten Weltkriegs vorangetrieben. In vielen Ländern konnten die Naturfreunde wieder aufleben und alte Bande wurden neu gefestigt.
1988 übersiedelte die NFI wieder zurück nach Wien, wo sie bis
heute im selben Haus aus dem sie 54 Jahre zuvor vertrieben wurde
ihren Sitz hat. Inzwischen zählt die Naturfreundebewegung weltweit
ca. 500.000 Mitglieder in 23 Mitgliedsorganisationen. Die nationalen
und lokalen Verbände betreiben mehr als 1.000 Naturfreundehäuser.

Die Gründung einer internationalen Jugendorganisation der Naturfreunde
1975 formierte eine kleine Gruppe junger Naturfreunde aus einigen
Mitgliedsorganisationen das erste Präsidium der Internationalen Naturfreundejugend (International Young Naturefriends – IYNF). Viele junge
Naturfreundinnen und Naturfreunde konnten sich mit den Angeboten
nicht mehr ausreichend identifizieren, und so kam es zu der Gründung der eigenständigen Organisation, die sich für die internationale
10
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Arbeit der jungen Naturfreunde – bis zu einem Alter von ca. 30 Jahren – aus ganz Europa engagiert. Wie auch die NFI wurde IYNF eine
Dachorganisation, die ein Netzwerk von 16 Mitglieds- und 5 Partnerorganisationen mit insgesamt ca. 130.000 Mitgliedern repräsentiert,
die in über 1.000 Ortsgruppen organisiert sind. In den 1980er Jahren
waren die Aktivitäten der IYNF politisch motiviert und orientierten sich
an den sozialistischen Wurzeln der Bewegung. Im Laufe der Jahre hat
sich der Fokus hin zu einer breiteren thematischen Fächerung verlegt.
Gründe dafür waren auch die Schwierigkeiten die unterschiedlichen
Ausrichtungen der verschiedenen Mitgliedsorganisationen zu einen,
und weg vom politischen Fokus auch andere Themen in den Mittelpunkt zu stellen. Die 1990er Jahre standen ganz im Zentrum einer Erweiterung mit neuen Mitgliedsverbänden aus Osteuropa. Dabei war
IYNF eine der ersten internationalen Nichtregierungs-Jugendorganisation (IYNGO – International Non-governmental Youth Organisation)
die diesen Schwerpunkt setzte.
Heute bietet die IYNF jungen Naturfreundinnen und Naturfreunden einen Zusammenhalt innerhalb einer internationalen Bewegung
und repräsentiert ihre Mitglieder auf europäischer Ebene. IYNF setzt
sich für eine persönliche Entwicklung und ein nachhaltiges, verantwortungsbewusstes Verhalten sowohl im sozialen als auch im umweltpolitischen Bereich ein. In ihrer Arbeit verwendet IYNF Methoden der informellen, erlebnis- und umweltorientierten Bildung,
laienkünstlerische Aktivitäten und unterstützt eine aktive Zivilgesellschaft durch Jugendbeteiligung. Beispiele dafür sind Trainings, Seminare, Workshops, Konferenzen, Austauschprogramme und Publikationen im Dienste der Mitgliedsorganisationen und deren Mitglieder.
Da es nicht möglich ist die Geschichte der Naturfreunde auf nur
einer Seite darzustellen möchten wir an dieser Stelle gerne auf die
2005 erschienene Chronik der Naturfreundebewegung verweisen
(Berg frei – Mensch frei – Welt frei; ISBN 3-9502060-0-0) die über
den Webshop der NFI erhältlich ist (www.nf-int.org).

Le mouvement des Amis de la Nature
Martijn van den Berg, Florian Rosenberg

Le mouvement des Amis de la Nature, fondé en 1895 à Vienne, avait
pour objet de susciter l’enthousiasme pour la nature et de permettre
à la population d’y trouver repos et distraction. Le mouvement ouvrier
est à l’origine du mouvement dont les idées se sont rapidement répandues : d’abord dans les pays de langue allemande, ensuite également
dans d’autres parties de l’Europe et outremer. L’idée centrale d’assurer un accès à la nature aux membres de la classe ouvrière souvent
confrontés à cette époque à des conditions de travail et de vie dramatiques, a été très favorablement accueillie : 191 adhérents en 1905,
puis 16.100 en 1915. Suite aux horreurs de la Première Guerre mondiale, le mouvement des Amis de la Nature a connu une énorme croissance. En 1930, il comptait déjà 214.924 adhérents et 428 Maisons
des Amis de la Nature. Interdites par les nazis en 1933, seules les organisations des Amis de la Nature en Suisse et aux Etats-Unis ont survécu. Le renouveau du mouvement après la fin de la Deuxième Guerre
mondiale a été lancé à partir du bureau de l’Internationale des Amis de
la Nature à Zurich (CH). Dans un grand nombre de pays, les Amis de la
Nature ont repris pied, et d’anciens liens ont été renoués.
En 1988, l’IAN est retournée à Vienne où elle a toujours son
siège dans le même immeuble dont elle avait été expulsée 54 ans
auparavant. Entre-temps, le mouvement des Amis de la Nature
compte 23 organisations membres avec environ 500.000 membres
dans le monde entier. Les Fédérations nationales et locales gèrent
plus de 1.000 Maisons des Amis de la Nature.

La création de l’organisation internationale des
Jeunes Amis de la Nature
En 1975, un petit groupe de jeunes Amis de la Nature provenant de
différentes organisations membres ont constitué le premier présidium de l’Internationale des Jeunes Amis de la Nature (IJAN – IYNF).
Un grand nombre de jeunes Amies et Amis de la Nature ne s’identifiant plus vraiment avec les offres, ont ainsi créé une organisation

indépendante qui s’engage pour le travail international des Jeunes
Amis de la Nature – jusqu’à l’âge de 30 ans maximum – et provenant de toute l’Europe. Comme l’IAN, l’IJAN est devenu une fédération regroupant un réseau de 16 organisations membres et de 5 organisations partenaires avec un total de près de 130.000 adhérents
organisés dans plus de 1.000 sections. Si dans les années 1980,
les activités de l’IJAN étaient politiquement fondées, s’inspirant des
racines socialistes du mouvement, l’éventail des thèmes est devenu
plus large au cours des années. Cela était dû aux difficultés d’unir les
différentes orientations des organisations membres d’une part, et
d’autre part, de mettre l’accent sur des thèmes autres que politiques.
Les années 1990 étaient surtout marquées par l’élargissement, intégrant de nouvelles organisations membres dans les pays de l’Europe
de l’Est. Dans ce contexte, l’IJAN était l’une des premières organisations internationales non-gouvernementales de jeunesse (IYNGO)
qui s’était fixé ce but comme priorité.
Aujourd’hui, l’IJAN regroupe les jeunes Amies et Amis de la
Nature au sein d’un mouvement international et représente ses
membres à l’échelle européenne. L’IJAN s’engage pour un épanouissement personnel et un comportement responsable social et
environnemental favorisant le développement durable. Dans son
travail, l’IJAN utilise des méthodes éducatives informelles axées sur
l’aventure et l’environnement, lance des activités artistiques et encourage les jeunes à participer activement à la société civile. A titre
d’exemples, citons les cours d’entraînement, séminaires, ateliers,
conférences, programmes d’échange et publications au service des
organisations membres et de leurs adhérents.
Etant donné que l’histoire des Amis de la Nature ne peut pas être
présentée sur une seule page, nous vous recommandons la lecture de
la Chronique du Mouvement des Amis de la Nature publiée en 2005
(Berg frei – Mensch frei – Welt frei; ISBN 3-9502060-0-0) que vous
pouvez commander par le webshop de l’IAN (www.nf-int.org).
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Connect & Inspire
A revisited mission of the Young Naturefriends
Martijn van den Berg

IYNF jointly wants to become…
… an IYNGO that brings together and supports the community
of individuals and member organisations in the Naturefriends
movement that facilitates opportunities for young people to live
the values of respect, solidarity, equality, sustainability and love
and care for nature.
In 2008, the idea was summarised and a motto created:
Connect & Inspire – Young Naturefriends for living values of
respect, solidarity, equality, sustainability, and love and care for
nature.

The IYNF work is organised according to the Statutes and the leadership is in hands of the board, currently consisting of 5 volunteers
(see page 94) and the Secretary General (SG), who has no voting
power. The approved annual work plan, the budget and the 3-year
Strategic plan are being implemented by the SG, staff members and
volunteers organised into several project teams. The highest body
of the organisation is the General Assembly (GA) which meets every
two years. Then there is the Council which meets at least once but
usually twice a year. Like every organisation IYNF runs an Audit
which is done by an Audit commission of NFI. Besides serving the
needs of the member-partner organisations IYNF is also a member
of the European Youth Forum and UNITED.
IYNF has its legal seat in Vienna, but the office is based in Prague.
The majority of the funds come from the European Union – Youth
in Action Programme and the Council of Europe.
The official name of IYNF is NFJI, Naturfreunde Jugend Internationale, but since English became the official working language in
the ‘80s (German, English and French are used in NFI), IYNF, International Young Naturefriends, is the name that is used towards the
outside world.
12
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The Secretariat in Prague facilitates cooperation among members,
partners, local groups and volunteers by creating links, organising networking and meetings, providing direct support and promoting the
projects widely. In other words it aims to ensure a constant communication flow, to provide support, tools, advice and share knowledge in
order to serve our target group and to empower them by increasing
their self organisational skills and by creating a multiplier effect.
Even though IYNF is not a volunteers based organisation, volunteers play a very important role in the organisation and fulfilling the
aims and objectives. There are many individual volunteers but also
3 main groups: the IYNF Presidium, the IYNF trainers’ network and
junior trainers and the IYNF Ambassadors. The Ambassadors are
volunteers active in member organisations that have as an aim to
ensure smooth communication between Members and IYNF.

Organisational development
IYNF was always structured in a hierarchical and traditional way, providing services and offers in a top-down structure. Most of the members are National organisations that have many regional and local
groups. This created a rather complicated structure in which information often flowed slowly and connections were too hierarchical.
After a long process of organisational development, IYNF came
to the conclusion that the added value and core purpose is to create
a network of Naturefriends organisations that would like to cooperate together. In the network, groups and organisations create relations and connections with each other according to their interest,
field of activity or current issue. We facilitate networking and connection of all the parties involved in our organisations especially
by finding peer groups and creating for them a possibility to meet,
learn, and find synergies and common projects. Our aim is to establish a living network of people, groups and organisations across
borders and levels.

photo: Piotr Majewski

European level (IYNF)

National level
(member organisations)

Regional and local level
(cca 1000 groups)

IYNF before 2008

IYNF after 2008

Practically this means that we do partner search and matching,
offer a Networking support package, do the mentoring of projects
and provide grant writing help.

IYNF decided to be an empowering organisation driven by its
purpose, principles and people. Join us to be connected and inspired! Our contact details can be found on page 8.
13
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Togo

21

country with NFI and IYNF members
country with NFI member only
country with IYNF partner organisation only

Member Organisations

1 Austria
Naturfreunde Österreich Bundesorganisation
e-mail: info@naturfreunde.at
www.naturfreunde.at

7 Finland
Työväen Retkeilyliitto ry
e-mail: tyovaenretkeilyliitto@gmail.com
www.tyovaenretkeilyliitto.com

Naturfreundejugend Österreichs (NFJÖ)
e-mail: jugend@naturfreunde.at
www.naturfreundejugend.at

8 France
Les Amis de la Nature Fédération Française
(UTAN)
e-mail: ffutan@utan.asso.fr
www.amis-nature.org

2 Belgium-Flanders
ATB De Natuurvrienden
e-mail: info@natuurvrienden.be
www.natuurvrienden.be
3 Belgium-Wallonien
Union Francophone Les Amis de la Nature (UFAN)
e-mail: presidenceufan@gmail.com
www.ufan.be
4 Cyprus
Friends of Nature Cyprus
e-mail: mbeyidoglu@yahoo.co.uk
5 Czech Republic
Přátelé přírody ČR
e-mail: prokes@united.duha.cz
www.pratele-prirody.cz
Duha CZ
e-mail: duha@duha.cz
www.duha.cz
6 Denmark
Landsforeningen Natur & Fritid Danmark
e-mail: naturvenner@yahoo.dk
www.naturefriends.dk

9 Germany
NaturFreunde Deutschlands
e-mail: info@naturfreunde.de
www.naturfreunde.de
Naturfreundejugend Deutschlands (NFJD)
e-mail: info@naturfreundejugend.de
www.naturfreundejugend.de
10 Greece
The Greek Network of Naturefriends
e-mail: friends.of.nature.greece@gmail.com

11 Hungary
Magyar Természetbarát Szövetség
e-mail: mtszhir@enternet.hu
www.termeszetjaro.hu
Természetjáró Fiatalok Szövetsége (TFSz)
e-mail: tfsz@tfsz.hu
www.tfsz.hu

15

12 Italy
Gruppo Italiano Amici della Natura G.I.A.N.
e-mail: info@amicidellanatura.it
www.amicidellanatura.it
13 The Netherlands
NIVON
e-mail: info@nivon.nl
www.nivon.nl
Nivon Jong
e-mail: info@nivon.nl
www.nivonjong.nl

14 Poland
PTTK – Polskie Towarzystwo TurystycznoKrajoznawcze
e-mail: poczta@pttk.pl
www.pttk.pl
15 Romania
Prietenii Naturii Romania
e-mail: tiberiu@prieteniinaturiiromania.ro
16 Senegal
Association Sénégalaisedes Amis de la Nature
e-mail: amisdelanaturesenegal@hotmail.com
www.asanature.org
17 Slovakia
Klub Slovenských Turistov
e-mail: ustredie@kst.sk
www.kst.sk
Dúha SK
e-mail: info@oz-duha.sk
www.oz-duha.sk
16
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18 South Tyrol
Touristenverein Die Naturfreunde Südtirol
e-mail: tvnmeran@yahoo.it
19 Sweden
Naturvännernas Internationella Turistförening i
Sverige
e-mail: manfred.scholze@telia.com
20 Switzerland
Naturfreunde Schweiz
Naturfreundejugend Schweiz
e-mail: info@naturfreunde.ch
www.naturfreunde.ch
21 Togo
CASE TOGO-Amis de la Nature
e-mail: casetogo@yahoo.fr
www.casetogo-an.org
22 United Kingdom
Friends of Nature UK
e-mail: info@thefriendsofnature.org.uk
www.thefriendsofnature.org.uk
Great Britain Young Friends of Nature (GRYFON)
e-mail: dinsdaleclaire@hotmail.com
23 USA
T.C. “The Nature Friends”
www.naturefriendsla.org
www.touristclubsf.org
(Nature Friends San Francisco)

IYNF partner organisations:
27 Portugal
Rota Jovem
e-mail: info@rotajovem.com
www.rotajovem.com

24 Greece
Omilos Filon Boynoy & Thalassas
e-mail: omilosfi@otenet.gr
25 The former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia
Sovet za Preventiva protiv Maloletnicka
Delikvencija (SPPMD)
e-mail: vavilon@sppmd.org.mk
www.sppmd.org.mk

28 Slovenia
Mladi Zeleni
email: info@mss.si

26 Poland
Centrum Aktywności Twórzcej (CAT)
e-mail: kontakt@fundacja-cat.pl
www.fundacja-cat.pl

»An

erster

stelle

the

steht für uns die

QuAlität

und

Verlässlichkeit

unserer

Bücher –

most importAnt thing to us is the QuAlity And reliABility of our Books«

ENTDECKEN SIE NEUE ZIELE – MEHR ALS 500 TITEL WELTWEIT

www.rother.de
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Highlights

IYNF 35 years
Martijn van den Berg

IYNF became an independent structure of NFI in 1975 which
means in 2010 the IYNF reached its 35th year of existence! We
didn’t celebrate it in a big way, maybe just mentioned it a few times,
yet we think it is important to give it attention. And the best way to
do it is in this great Yearbook publication created by both NFI and
IYNF and read by many Naturefriends all over Europe!
35 years isn’t that much when compared to the long existence of
Naturefriends movement (since 1895) but we are proud of making
it to 35. The existence of IYNF has been threatened several times
due to financial problems and remarks that the youth wouldn’t be
active enough and have no added value.
Over the years the IYNF office travelled through many countries including Germany, the Netherlands (the IYNF archive is still
in Amsterdam), Belgium, and in 2002 settled in Prague, Czech Republic where it is until now. Tens of Presidium and Staff members
came and left, many volunteers contributed to the growth and development of the organisation, thousands of participants joined
our activities over the years and even more people have been
reached by our publications. From a one-room office with one
part-time Secretary General we grew to a rather big IYNGO (International Youth NGO) with several full and part-time employees and
a decent own office. On the European level we tried to represent
the interest of our Member and partner organisations at the YFJ
(European Youth Forum) and by being a member of UNITED.
Has more than 35 years bring any changes?
Of course it has. IYNF has slowly moved away from its socialist
roots to a more neutral political position for instance. This brought
advantages in attracting new organisations in Central and Eastern
Europe but made less clear ideology which the members can identify with. Our political involvement is much smaller than it was before and also we would not start active campaigns on environmental topics anymore. It is simply too hard to come to an agreement
shared among all of our member organisations. We rather leave this
to other organisations such as Greenpeace who focus on this. Of
20
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course we do have an opinion and when needed or when we feel
the need we always express it. The changes; for instance from an
umbrella organisation to a network structure, haven’t always been
easy and smooth. They also needed time to settle down. I think that
where we stand today in the beginning of 2011 is a very good point
to continue with, something to build on and to be proud of.
Did we go too far from our roots? Well, we still have and live the
same values and the environment (both people and nature) is still
the main pillar of our organisation. Naturefriends organisations are
not very well known for their innovations and quick adjustments to
changing surroundings, still this is needed sometimes in order to
survive as an organisation. Especially as a youth organisation that
should be dynamic and where one change after another happens
among the target group of young people. IYNF has managed to
change and adapt to new times, needs and surroundings. This is reflected in the high interest of participants for our activity offer, new
communication channels we use to engage with our target group
and the priceless effort of many volunteers that still believe in the
organisation and what it does.
I would still like to address our important connection and relationship to our mother organisation NFI.
An interesting connection and relationship. As you might know
IYNF (official name NFJI, Naturfreunde Jugend Internationale) became
an independent branch of NFI in 1975 when young members had
the feeling their needs and interests were not reflected well enough
in what NFI offered at that time. They wanted to organise their own
activities at an international level as well as work together on political
and environmental campaigns. The illustration below shows the difference in opinion at that time when NFI and IYNF split up. The situation was often tense and many people would speak about a lovehate relationship when both organisations needed each other but
also felt sort of limited by one another and would rather go a different
path. However, over the last few years the communication has been
very smooth, the IYNF Audit is done by the NFI Audit commission

comics: Martin Veselovský, 2003
comics: Tereza Nozorová, 2010

UP Comic drawn in 2003. Back then NFI (formally IFN) and IYNF had different interest and priorities and got into different directions, this often led to challenges and tensions.
DOWN Comic drawn in 2010. Nowadays NFI and IYNF focus on the similarities and common interests, cooperation gets shape with this shared Yearbook 2010 and other projects.

and representatives of both organisations visit each other’s meetings.
More important is that we seek spaces for mutual cooperation. The
first great example of that is this Yearbook publication, a fruitful cooperation. Later this year IYNF will combine its yearly Planning Weekend
with the closing event of the Landscape of the Year in Rožňava, Slovakia. Also we work together on an initiative of an IYNF board member to build tree houses in several places of Europe. The tree houses
would be built next to or around Naturefriends houses to make them
more attractive and offer something extra. The building process itself would be a great project that young and old(er) Naturefriends
can do together. More information about the Tree houses project on
page 44. We hope that these projects will only be the beginning of
a better and closer cooperation. We – IYNF and NFI and their mem-

bers- might differ in age or interests but we also have many things in
common and share the same values and background. We can learn
a lot from each other and share knowledge, methods and best practice examples. IYNF and NFI also need each other, IYNF needs NFI as
a mother organisation and NFI us, IYNF as an active and interesting
youth section, to shape the Naturefriends of tomorrow and the future
of our movement. That is why we as IYNF set a closer cooperation
with NFI and its members as one of the 6 pillars of the new Strategic plan 2011–2013. After 35 years, I think coming to the conclusion
that we not only need but mainly want a fruitful cooperation can be
mentioned as a great highlight to close this article with.
More details about the history of IYNF and the connection with NFI can be read in the
article ‘On the Naturefriends movement’ on page 9.
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Klimaschutz durch Ausstieg aus der Atomkraft
NaturFreunde Deutschlands (NFD)
Hans-Gerd Marian

„Die NaturFreunde Deutschlands halten am Atomausstieg fest, wie
er in der rot-grünen Koalition im Atomkonsens vereinbart wurde.
Sie lehnen jede Verlängerung der Laufzeiten von Atomkraftwerken
ab, die unter dem Deckmantel der angeblichen CO 2-Einsparung
gefordert werden. Strom aus Atomkraftwerken verhindert den notwendigen Umbau der Energieversorgung auf erneuerbare Energien.
Unabhängig von der ungelösten Entsorgungsfrage und den Risiken
der militärischen Nutzung lassen sich mit der Atomenergie weder
die Probleme des Klimawandels, noch der nachhaltigen Energieversorgung der Welt lösen. Die NaturFreunde Deutschlands fordern
die Europäische Union auf, die Haftung der Staaten für den Fall
eines Supergaus zu verbieten, sodass die Unternehmen ihre Meiler
privatwirtschaftlich versichern müssen. Sie setzen sich für den
Einstieg in eine wirklich nachhaltige Energieversorgung ein.“ (Beschluss Bundeskongress 2008)
Eine von manchen schon als sicher geglaubte Errungenschaft
wurde mit dem Regierungsantritt der schwarz-gelben Regierung hinfällig – nämlich der unter Rot-Grün beschlossene Ausstieg aus der
Atomkraft. Deshalb stand in den letzten anderthalb Jahren die Auseinandersetzung um die Nutzung der Atomkraft im Mittelpunkt der
politischen Arbeit der NaturFreunde Deutschlands. Als NaturFreunde sprechen wir uns immer noch klar gegen die weitere Nutzung
der Atomenergie aus, da sie einen Umstieg auf eine ökologische
Energiepolitik verhindert, die auf Einsparen, Effizienzrevolution und
erneuerbaren Energien aufbaut.
Wir beteiligten uns aktiv in der Durchführung und Organisation
der beiden Anti-Atom-Demonstration in Berlin am 5. September
2009 und am 18. September 2010. Auf beiden Demonstrationen
waren wir mit einem eigenen Wagen vertreten und bei der zweiten
Demonstration fungierten wir als Anmelder und stellten zwei
22
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Redner/-innen auf der Abschlusskundgebung. Hierdurch konnten
wir viele Menschen erreichen und so die NaturFreunde als feste
Größe in der Anti-Atomkraft-Bewegung verankern.
Mit dazu beigetragen hat auch unser Engagement bei der Menschenkette zwischen den Atomkraftwerken Brunsbüttel und
Krümmel sowie der Umzingelung des Atomkraftwerks Biblis am
24. April 2010. Mehr als 150.000 Menschen demonstrierten
an diesem Tag gegen die Atomkraft und die NaturFreunde waren
sowohl in der Menschenkette, als auch in Biblis mit eigenen InfoStänden vertreten. Weitere Demonstrationen in Stuttgart, München
und an vielen weiteren Orten folgten.
www.abschalten.naturfreunde.de

Klimaschutz und Klimawandel
Der Schutz unseres Klimas und die Aufklärung über den Klimawandel gehören seit mehr als zehn Jahren zum Kern der politischen Arbeit der NaturFreunde Deutschlands. Hierbei sind wir auf regionaler,
nationaler und internationaler Ebene aktiv. So haben wir zusammen
mit unseren Partnerorganisationen eine Klimacharta verabschiedet, die ein klimapolitisches Leitbild für die Arbeit der NaturFreunde
darstellt. Außerdem legt sie uns auf bestimmte Maßnahmen fest, die
wir bis 2020 durchführen wollen, u.a. die Versorgung aller Naturfreundehäuser mit Strom aus erneuerbaren Energien.
Intensiv beschäftigten wir uns mit der Thematik Klimawandel
und Migration. Hierzu initiierten wir einen Diskussionsprozess auf
Ebene der NFI und führten hierzu einen Workshop durch. Ferner
publizierten wir eine Broschüre zu diesem Thema mit Beiträgen
von Annette Groth, MdB sowie Michael Müller und veröffentlichten
mehrere Artikel zu dem Thema in der NATURFREUNDiN.
www.migration.naturfreunde.de

all photos: Hans Gerd Marian

Climate Protection by nuclear power phase-out

Weiterhin beteiligten wir uns aktiv an der Kampagne „Packen wir´s
an Party“ der weltweiten Graswurzelorganisation 350.org. Im Rahmen dieser Kampagne führten Naturfreundehäuser und Ortsgruppen am 10. Oktober 2010 verschiedene Veranstaltungen durch, um
auf die Folgen des Klimawandels aufmerksam zu machen, aber auch
zu zeigen, wie die Bevölkerung effektiv Klimaschutz betreiben kann.
www.350.org
Alles weitere über unsere Aktivitäten unter www.naturfreunde.de

In 2010, the main political activities of Naturefriends Germany
involved the debate on the use of nuclear energy, since the nuclear power phase-out was cancelled by the German government.
Naturefriends Germany agitate for ecological energy politics. They participated actively in the realisation and organisation of anti-atomic-power protests in Berlin and other cities and
were engaged in various other activities.
Their current work focuses on climate protection and climate change. Leading on from that, a discussion on climate
change and migration within the Naturefriends organisation
was initiated. This entailed the holding of a workshop and a
publication. Another core engagement on these topics involved
various educational activities within the 350.org campaign.
www.350.org
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Wegweisende Entscheide fürs 2011
Was im 2010 gelaufen ist
Naturfreunde Schweiz (NFS)

Im Rückblick aufs Jahr 2010 stechen zwei Themen besonders
hervor: Einerseits ist es der Auftakt zum Zukunfts-Projekt „Weg
frei“ (siehe www.wegfrei.ch), andererseits ist es das Ja zur Fortbildungspflicht für Naturfreunde-TourenleiterInnen. Gut möglich,
dass dies als trockene Materie erscheinen mag. Es ist jedoch alles andere als das.
Das Projekt „Weg frei“ will nichts geringeres, als ein Erstarken, ein Erneuern der Schweizer Naturfreunde-Gruppierungen
einläuten. Wir wissen es alle: Die Naturfreunde-Bewegung war
schon mal stärker als heute, und das gilt nicht nur für Schweiz.
Das ist auch in anderen europäischen Ländern so. Und das Durchschnittsalter der NF-Mitglieder war schon mal tiefer als heute.
Auch da bildet die Schweiz keine Ausnahme. Aus diesem Grund
haben die Naturfreunde Schweiz NFS bekanntlich die InternetPlattform und die Marke www.froxx.ch lanciert. Froxx.ch richtet
sich gezielt an ein jugendliches Publikum. Und an dieser FroxxIdee knüpft nun auch das (Folge-)Projekt „Weg frei“ an.
Insider wissen es: Naturfreunde haben gute Ideen; und Naturfreude leisten gute Arbeit; und Naturfreunden laden ein zu Bergtouren, Skitouren, Reisen etc. Indes gibt’s ein klitzekleines Problem: Kein Mensch weiss etwas davon. Darum ist „Weg frei“ auch
ein Werbekonzept. „Weg frei“ lanciert neu, neben der Froxx.chMarke für Kids und Jugendliche, je eine Sub-Marke für Familien,
Singles und aktive Mittelalterliche (aktixx.ch) und eine für die ältere Generation (oldfuxx.ch). Im Internet zu finden sind diese unter
www.aktixx.ch und www.oldfuxx.ch.
Froxx.ch, aktixx.ch und oldfuxx.ch sollen also dazu verhelfen, dass der Mann und die Frau von der Strasse wieder erfahren, was Naturfreunde tun und was sie zu bieten haben. Und
dazu gehören nicht nur Snowboard- und Gletschertouren für Ju24
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gendliche, und nicht nur Kletter-Camps für Kids, sondern eben
auch Angebote für Familien und Alleinstehende, für Alleinerziehende und Senioren – und also auch für Menschen, die nicht
in jedem Fall auf Rosen gebettet sind. Im 2010, um bloss ein
einzelnes Beispiel herauszupicken, realisierten die Schweizer
Naturfreunde diesbezüglich in einem ihrer NF-Häuser ein 1-wöchiges Jugend-Camp für Bewohner des Multi-Kulti-Kinderdorfs
Pestalozzi.
„Weg frei“, zu diesem Projekt haben die NFS-Delegierten im Mai
2010 ja gesagt und einen entsprechenden Finanzierungsvorschlag
gutgeheissen. Sie taten es verbunden mit der Absicht und Hoffnung, dass die guten Ideen und Angebote der Naturfreunde morgen besser bekannt sein werden als dies heute der Fall ist.

photo: NFS

Pathbreaking decisions for 2011
Ausbildung– und Fortbildung: das ist das zweite Thema, das
aus dem Fluss der Ereignisse und Naturfreunde-Tätigkeiten des
Jahres 2010 herausragt (weitere Stichworte wären: Energie, Verkehr, Raumplanung etc.). Auch hierzu haben die NFS-Delegierten
wichtige Weichen gestellt. NF-Mitglieder, die fortan im Namen der
Naturfreunde eine Tour leiten, verpflichten sich demnach zu einer regelmässigen Fortbildung. Die Botschaft dürfte klar sein:
der gute Ausbildungsstand und die Qualität der TourenleiterInnen
soll wieder zu den Vorzügen des Naturfreunde-Verbandes gehören! Womit sich der Kreis schliessen lässt: mit gutem Angebot,
mit Qualität ist es angenehmer, einen Werbe-Auftritt zu unternehmen. Im Jahrbuch 2011 wird sich darüber eine erste Bilanz ziehen lassen…

In retrospect, two main topics are outstanding for the activities of
the Swiss Naturefriends in 2010. One is the kick-off of the project
and marketing campaign “Weg frei”. Due to the decline of Naturefriends members, this project is about to renew the image of the
Naturefriends by appealing to a young audience and letting the
public know what Naturefriends has to offer. Therefore, the internet platform and the brand www.froxx.ch for kids and other subbrands for families and older generations were launched.
The second topic is about basic and advanced training. Naturefriends members who are acting as tour guides will be
obliged to attend regular advanced trainings. The message for
this purpose is clear: The high quality of Naturefriends tour
guides should be an outstanding criterion of the organisation.
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Tourenportal und iPhone APP
Schritte in die Zukunft mit den Naturfreunden Österreich
Naturfreunde Österreich (NFÖ)
Alfred Leitgeb

Wandern zählt zu den gesündesten Ausdauersportarten die es gibt.
Gerade beim Wandern kann man eine höchst notwendige Entschleunigung unseres Alltags erleben. Wandern hat positivste Auswirkungen auf unsere Psyche wie auch auf unseren Körper. Damit
Wandern und auch andere alpine Sportarten wie Skitouren oder
Bergtouren allgemein sicherer werden und der Erholungswert gesteigert wird, haben die Naturfreunde Österreich mit ihrem Tourenportal einen wesentlichen Beitrag geleistet. Über 150 Tourenerheber, die alle über eine qualifizierte Ausbildung aus dem jeweiligen
Bereich verfügen und zusätzlich für die Tourenerhebung geschult
wurden, tragen seit 2007 zu diesem Erfolgsprojekt bei.
Ganze 3.500 detaillierte Tourenvorschläge sind zwischenzeitlich
auf www.tourenportal.at zusammengekommen.
Die Toureninformationen bestehen aus Beschreibung, Höhenprofil, Fotos, 5-Tages-Wettervorschau für das Tourengebiet, Luftaufnahmen, Kompass-Karten, Hangneigungskarten sowie allen Hütteninformationen. Das Angebot umfasst Wander-, Ski-, Schneeschuh-,
Mountainbike-, Nordic Walking- und Radtouren. Die jeweiligen GPS-
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Tracks sind in allen gängigen Formaten downloadbar. Die Toureninformation kann auch ausgedruckt und mitgenommen werden.
Die große Erweiterung 2010 war eine iPhone APP „Tourenportal“. Somit sind sämtliche Informationen auch während der Tour
vorhanden. Darüber hinaus können bei einem Netzempfang direkt
von der Oberfläche weg mit einem Touch auch die Hütten angerufen werden oder im Notfall ein Notruf mit genauen Koordinaten für
eine rasche Bergung getätigt werden. Eine lagerichtige Karte, die
auch noch den eigenen Standort darauf erkennen lässt, ist natürlich
ein Traum für jeden, der in den Bergen unterwegs ist.
In nächster Zeit wird das Tourenportal auch auf iPad und Android-Smartphones aufscheinen.
Sicherheitstechnisch ist das Tourenportal somit in der Planungs- und Durchführungsphase einer Bergtour bedeutsam. Bei
der Planung zu Hause kann nach verschiedensten Kriterien wie
Höhenmeter, Dauer etc. eine passende Tour gesucht werden, und
während der Tour kann laufend oder bei kritischen Punkten, wie
Wegabzweigungen der richtige Weiterweg sofort kontrolliert wer-

photo: Alfred Leitgeb

den. Verwendet man ein GPS-Gerät und hat auf dieses den Track
geladen, kann man auch während der Tour erkennen, ob man im
Zeitrahmen ist oder ob man vor dem Erreichen des Zieles umkehren muss. Bei Skitouren ist die Verwendung von GPS-Geräten
oder vom iPhone bei Nebeleinfall oftmals die einzige Möglichkeit
wieder zurückzufinden.
Sowohl vom Umfang als auch vom Inhalt wird permanent an der
Erweiterung des Tourenportales gearbeitet, auch Veranstaltungen
der Naturfreunde Österreich werden bald georeferenziert im Tourenportal zu finden sein. Die Erfolgsgeschichte der iPhone APP
lässt sich im APP-Store laufend nachvollziehen, bei vielen Suchbegriffen ist die APP oben auf. Die Smartphone- Applikation des Tourenportals wird laufend erweitert und an die technischen Möglichkeiten angepasst.

Online tour platform and iPhone application
Hiking is one of the healthiest endurance sports of all and
helps to keep one well and fit. To make hiking and other alpine
sports such as skiing or mountain touring safer, Naturefriends
Austria made an important contribution with their online tour
platform. With the help of more than 150 trained tour guides,
they offer about 3500 detailed GPS-guided tours with loads of
information for downloading and printing.
A new feature, introduced in 2010, was the iPhone application. By using this app all the information on the internet platform is available on the go as well. Besides displaying the map
and information of your current position, the current coordinates
can be sent in case of emergency at the touch of a button.
Highlights 27

The Cyprus GreenLineScapes Laboratory
Friends of Nature Cyprus
Anna Grichting

28
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Dr. Grichting’s lecture presented the German Green Line in the
context of its larger territorial ambitions, the Iron Curtain Green
Belt, stretching from the Baltic to the Mediterranean. It showed the
new function of the former Iron Curtain; as an ecological corridor;
as a cycling path across Germany; and as a memorial space for the
victims of the division, amongst others.
The intention of the presentation was not only to promote this visionary project for the Iron Curtain, but also to link it to the Cyprus
Buffer Zone, as an inspiring precedent for the future transformation
and rehabilitation of the Green Line. The patrol path that runs along
the Cyprus Buffer Zone can, as in the German Green Belt, become a
Cycling Path and Memory Trail. Areas that have been identified as havens of endangered species can become Natural Reserves as well as
connecting with existing National Parks or future Natura 2000 sites.
The Look-Out towers can become observation posts for Wildlife. And
the abandoned Airport of Nicosia can become a Solar Campus with
natural and ecological landscape design. All these visions are intended
to reconcile man with nature and the communities with each other.
photos and photomontages: Anna Grichting.

The Cyprus GreenLineScapes Laboratory is a collaborative platform
led by Dr. Anna Grichting under the umbrella of Friends of Nature
Cyprus, the only bi-communal environmental NGO that is registered in Cyprus. It seeks to engage actors and stakeholders across
the Green Line in a common vision for the future rehabilitation of
the Buffer Zone and for the preservation of the biodiversity that has
flourished in this so-called “Dead Zone”. As a future backbone for
ecological planning on the island, the project aspires to reclaim cultural and biological diversity in the present polarised landscape and
to move towards a more sustainable and reconciled future. Inspired
by precedents worldwide, in particular the German Green Belt along
the former Iron Curtain and the “Mauer Park” in Berlin – where local citizens initiated a project for a public park in the former NoMan’s land between East and West Berlin – the GreenLineScapes
Laboratory is developing a series of events to promote this vision in
Cyprus and abroad.
To commemorate the 20 years of German reunification, and to
showcase the German Green Belt, initiated at the fall of the Berlin
Wall in 1989, Friends of Nature Cyprus and the GreenLineScapes
Laboratory organised an event entitled: Borders and Biodiversity:
From the Iron Curtain to the German Green Belt. The presentation
was organised in collaboration with the Cyprus Community Media
Center and opened by the German Ambassador to Cyprus, Dr. Gottried Zeit, who introduced the lecture with a few words describing
the location of his home in the No-Man’s land of the former Berlin Wall. The event was sponsored by the German Embassy in Cyprus and the World Knowledge Dialogue Switzerland and supported
by Michael Cramer, MEP, BUND Germany, UNDP, USAid and IUCN.
(Bund was the initiator of the German Green Belt and is in charge of
its conservation.)

CyprusGreenLineScapes: Nicosia Airport as a future International Solar Campus
with solar vehicles and constructed wetlands for water treatment and storm water
management.
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Walking for Biodiversity
The Cross Morecambe Bay Walk
Friends of Nature UK

The United Nations declared 2010 as “The International Year of Biodiversity”. In commemoration of this designation, Friends of Nature
UK undertook the “Cross Morecambe Bay Walk” on “World Environment Day”, Saturday 5 June. The purpose of the walk was 3 fold;
to raise the profile of Biodiversity; to encourage the planting of native tree species in Scotland with the ultimate aim of restoring the
Caledonian Forest; and also to spread the word of Friends of Nature
to the UK audience.
The “Cross Bay Walk” is a regular fundraising event for all sorts
of charitable organisations and involves a 13 km walk across the
potentially dangerous sands of Morecambe Bay in the north west
of England (northwest of the city of Lancaster). Our route was from
Arnside on the east side of the Bay to Kents Bank on the west, involving a crossing of the River Kent. The groups are guided through
the waters and dangerous sands by the Queen’s Official Guide, Cedric Robinson.
The Bay is the largest continuous intertidal area in Britain covering an area of 310 km2 and consists mainly of intertidal sandflats and mudflats. The Bay is broad and shallow with a large tidal
range of up to 10.5 metres and an ebbing tide that can fall back to
12 km. The salt marshes and adjacent coastal land, much of it reclaimed from the sea, provides agricultural land, specifically grazing
for sheep and cattle. Morecambe Bay is an important location for
commercial fishing. Finfish caught in the Bay include flatfish, bass,
cod and whitebait. Shellfish include mussels and shrimps caught for
local consumption and for export to Europe. Throughout the Bay a
mixture of traditional and modern fishing methods are used. Approximately 200,000 people live and work around the Bay.
Morecambe Bay is the most important estuary in Britain for
its seabird and waterfowl populations and has the third largest
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number of wintering wildfowl in Britain. On average it supports
some 224,000 wintering waterfowl and 20,000 breeding seabirds. Regular winter visitors include Pink-footed goose, Ringed
and Grey Plover, Knot, Dunlin, Curlew and Redshank. The diverse climatic conditions, topography and geology have created
rich biodiversity, or “variety of life”, with much of the coastline
classified as being of international importance for wildlife. The
high brown fritillary butterfly is an example of one of the very
rare animals that live in Morecambe Bay. Thought to be the UK’s
most threatened butterfly, it is extinct from most of the country.
Other fragile species such as Otters, Salmon and Trout are present and linked with the diverse habitats found which include
extensive salt marshes, shingle spits, intertidal mudflats and
reedbeds. The reedbeds at Leighton Moss RSPB Nature Reserve
being the largest in northwest England and important breeding

grounds for rare bird species such as Bittern, Marsh Harrier and
Bearded Tit.
So Morecambe Bay is perhaps a prime example of being both a
living and working environment for man, and also home to a unique
physical landscape which in turns supports a huge range of life, a
classic example of biodiversity at its richest. The challenge for us
all is to balance the ever changing needs of man with those of
the physical and ecological environment – we must do this for the
planet’s sake and to reaffirm that we are indeed Friends of Nature.
Returning to our walk… perhaps the highlight of the walk was
the two sections which involved either paddling or wading through
the river channels – the depth depending on the state of the tide.
On this occasion the deepest point was only circa 60 cm deep for
some 100 metres, but allegedly it can be as much as a metre at
times! It was highly amusing to see the plethora of dogs having to
swim the stretches involved.
We have a web site for donations for tree planting called “The
Friends of Nature ~ Celebrating World Environment Day, Saturday

5 June 2010” at www.treesforlife.org.uk (click on “Dedicate a tree
or Grove” and then look under “Celebrations” and “May 2010”). To
date we have planted some 70 trees.

Special Naturefriends offers in IYNF e-store!
Jan Neuman
Illustrations Petr Ďoubalík

Education and learning
through outdoor activities
Games and problem solving activities,
outdoor exercises and rope courses for
youth programmes

Education and learning through outdoor
activities

Jan Neuman
Extensive collection of games and problem solving activities,
outdoor exercises and rope courses for youth programmes.
The activities are introduced by a comprehensive chapter on
theory of outdoor education. ISBN: 80-903577-0-9
Price: 10.00 EUR*

IYNF T-shirt “naturefriend inside”
European Year of Education through Sports 2004
Project Outdoor Sports Education

* Special discount:
order 9 and get 1 additional piece for free!

men sizes: L, XL
women sizes: S, M, L
New IYNF T-shirt is made from eco fabric (organic cotton and
bamboo) which is thin and comfortable. T-shirt is in a green
leaf color and is cut in the nice shape.
Price: 12.00 EUR*

It is very easy: 1. For these and other items go to IYNF e-store on on www.iynf.org
2. Chose the gift(s) of your choice 3. Order and pay by credit card

4. Enjoy!

Les Rencontres Internationales Francophones
Union francophone des Amis de la Nature de Belgique (U.F.A.N.)

Depuis déjà de nombreuses années, ces « Rencontres » ont pour
objectif de se retrouver, de se connaître davantage et de rencontrer
de nouveaux Amis de la Nature Francophones.
Ces « Rencontres » sont organisées, en général, tous les 2 ans
durant le week-end de la fête de la Pentecôte et à tour de rôle dans
chacun des pays européens suivants: la Belgique, la France et la
Suisse, mais c’est également ouvert à d’autres pays comme par
exemple: le Canada ou le Sénégal.
Cette année, la Fédération Belge (UFAN) avait réservé des chalets dans un village de vacances situé en pleine nature. Durant ces
week-ends, les journées sont occupées par des activités diverses,
tant sportives que culturelles. Parmi les nombreuses activités proposées aux participants, on peut citer les randonnées et balades diverses, des circuits de visites de sites ou d’artisans locaux en autocars, des visites guidées telles que Abbaye, Château, musées, et des
activités originales telles que les « Draisines ».
La Rencontre Internationale Francophone de 2010 en Belgique
a vécu. On a eu le grand plaisir de réunir plus de 200 participants
(± 50 sections) à cette rencontre internationale des Amis de la Nature qui a eu lieu au village de vacances Worriken, à Bütgenbach du
21 au 24 mai 2010.
C’était l’occasion de voir ou revoir les amis venus, non seulement de Belgique, mais aussi de France et de Suisse, sans oublier
notre ami Sénégalais! Durant les 4 jours, 14 animations différentes
ont été offertes par la Régionale Liégeoise. Nous y avons également
fêté le 80e anniversaire de notre Fédération.
Pour que cette fête fût une réussite pour tous, nous avons eu
besoin d’aidants, ceux-ci ne se sont pas découragés et se sont très
bien investis face à des tâches diverses et parfois inhabituelles. Ils
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ont tous été à la hauteur de leurs engagements et ont fait preuve de
beaucoup de dynamisme et d’efficacité.
La section la mieux représentée par pays était : Belgique – Laeken avec 25 participants; France – Fécamp avec 12 participants;
Suisse – La Chaux de Fonds avec 13 participants.
Nous avions mis à disposition des participants un petit cahier
afin d’avoir leurs appréciations concernant la Rencontre. Voici
quelques extraits :
• Merci pour ce magnifique programme et votre organisation, dans
cette région que je ne connaissais pas. Bravo d’avoir invité le soleil.
• Merci pour tout. La Suisse Romande espère faire aussi bien
dans 2 ans. A bientôt.
• Merci pour le super week-end, nous avons beaucoup apprécié les balades, les visites, les repas. Très bien organisé. Juste 1
suggestion : serait-il possible de proposer des excursions d’une
demi-journée?

International Meeting of the francophone
Naturefriends
For many years, the main aim of the international meeting of
the francophone Naturefriends has been to see each other
again, get to know each other even better and to meet new
francophone Naturefriends. The 2010 meeting took place in
Bütgenbach, Belgium 21–24 May. During these 4 days about
14 fun and adventure activities were offered through “La Régionale Liègeoise”, and the federation celebrated its 80th birthday. The Naturefriends were pleased about the gathering of
more than 200 participants from Belgium, France, Switzerland,
and Senegal.
Highlights 33

Go for sustainable recreation
De Natuurvrienden (ATB)
Luc van Bakel
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paths and giving handy tips to apply sustainability in everyday life.
On top of that, skilled guides highlight the attractions.
The development of these cycling paths has given the Naturefriends movement recognition among Belgian and Flemish nature
movements. There is a lot of interest in this initiative, which in turn
encourages Naturefriends to develop more cycling paths and to
fully commit to sustainable recreation. The Flemish Naturefriends
try to inform and promote the issue of sustainable recreation. This
has already taken place in the field of travelling and tourism and is
underway in inland recreation. Ecocyclo is a classic example of this
information strategy.
For those who will visit Belgium in the future: take your bike with
you or rent one and join the Flemish Naturefriends in Ecocyclo!
They’d love to accompany you.
Naturefriendly regards
Belgian – Flemish Naturefriends

photo: ATB

The Flemish Naturefriends started last year with the extension
of some cycle paths – but no ordinary paths! Bearing in mind
the concept of “sustainable and eco-friendly recreation”, they
developed the concept of “Eco-cycling”. These are cycle paths
which combine the loveliest places of a region with sustainable
development. Sportsmanlike, educational and environmentally
friendly!
Flanders is an excellent cycling region. The soft inclines of the
landscape combine with Burgundy hospitality to give the cycling
paths a special character and the cyclists plenty of possibilities for
food and drinks. Cycling indeed is very popular.
Naturefriends tries to respond to this trend, with regard to the
roots of the association. New paths need to be eco-friendly, educational and – important – with a social character. We’ve found the
formula for success: Ecocyclo!
In 2010, the first two paths were put into operation in the
province of Antwerp. The paths combine the discovery of ecofriendly and sustainable curiosities with the beauty of nature in
the region. The cycle paths follow an existing route which is very
popular with bikers. But an extra value has been added as well:
visiting natural places, special employment projects and other environmentally friendly initiatives. For the cyclists, organic meals
are offered.
For 2011, two new cycling paths are planned. A visit to the city of
Antwerp will be integrated as well. Antwerp is one of the most important harbour cities in Europe. Although it has an industrial past, it
is based on sustainable development. A true discovery!
You can cycle “Ecocyclo” in a group. Doing things together is
something very important for the Naturefriends movement. For
each path an appealing booklet is made available, describing the

Butterfly Relay and Birding walkers
NIVON Natuurvrienden
Jolanda Denekamp

Starting in May, interested parties can register for a stage to walk
and count butterflies in August: take a look at www.vlinderwandelweekend.nl
In an e-mail participants will receive directions and a map with
butterflies.

It is recommended that Naturefriends organisations join national
green organisations for joint projects. Here are two examples of
successful initiatives that the Dutch have developed.

Butterfly Relay on a long distance footpath

Birding walkers

photo: Han Bouwmeester ooievaar

Nivon Natuurvrienden as a publisher of guidebooks on long distance footpaths, contacted the BirdLife Netherlands for the renewal
of its Trekvogelpadgids. From the west to the east of The Netherlands, the path leads through many bird-rich areas. The BirdLife
Netherlands provided guides with texts about the beautiful birds
hikers may encounter. Bird pictures were provided by the naturephotographer of Nivon.
This partnership has added value to the Trekvogelpadgids because it sets the naturelover on the right path and BirdLife Netherlands gets more attention to the plight of many migratory birds.
www.trekvogelpad.nl

photo: Jolanda Denekamp

In one weekend, walking while counting all butterflies took place
throughout Pieterpad, the most famous long distance footpath in
the Netherlands. Nivon Natuurvrienden had been working together
with the Butterfly Foundation of The Netherlands since 2008, to organise this rural walking butterfly relay.
The occasion was the 25th anniversary of the national Butterfly Foundation of the Netherlands and Pieterpad. Nivon Natuurvrienden publishes guidebooks on the Pieterpad. In 2010, 400
marchers counted 8000 butterflies, spread over some 500 km of
footpath (north-south Netherlands). Each walker covered one or
more 5 km stages of the path and in this way the entire path was
walked in one weekend… This initiative aims to attract nationwide
attention to the precarious state of many butterflies. The Butterfly
Foundation is committed to the protection of butterflies and dragonflies.
Through this initiative, the Butterfly
Foundation gets a good picture of the
butterflies that fly that weekend in
The Netherlands.
It is recommended to develop joint
initiatives together with other green
(national) organisations. The Butterfly
Foundation has expertise in the field
of butterflies and dragonflies, Nivon
Natuurvrienden in walking.
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Camp chantier de reboisement
de CASE Togo à Atakpamé
CASE Togo-Amis de la Nature

Depuis l’an 2007, les Amis de la Nature du Togo exécutent un
programme de réhabilitation des forêts le long des cours d’eau de
la région des plateaux au Togo, dénommé « Plantons des arbres –
Sauvons nos rivières ». Cette année, quatre chantiers de reboisement ont eu lieu durant les mois d’ été 2010, dont celui
d’Atakpamé.
Grâce aux plants produits dans la pépinière centrale à Kpalimé,
dix-huit élèves et étudiants membres de CASE Togo et deux volontaires françaises, ont reboisé la source de la rivière Venavito à Atakpamé. Chaque année son débit faiblit du fait de la dégradation de
ses berges. Pour y remédier, des arbres forestiers indigènes ont été
mis en terre. Sur un sol lourd, riche et humide à cause de la saison
des pluies et de la proximité de la rivière, en tout 1500 arbres ont
été plantés. Deux cents plants d’arbres fruitiers ont été, en outre,
mis en terre.
Sur un sol lourd, riche et humide à cause de la saison des pluies
et de la proximité de la rivière, en tout 1500 arbres ont été plantés. Deux cents plants d’arbres fruitiers (manguiers, orangers, pamplemoussiers) ont été, en outre, mis en terre sur un terrain près du
barrage de Nangbeto à 40 km d’Atakpamé.
Les ballades et les excursions à la découverte des verdoyants
paysages et des magnifiques sites de la région, ont meublé les
après-midi et les week-ends. Une intéressante causerie-débat sur
l’importance de l’arbre a suscité beaucoup d’engouement parmi les
participants. Dans les soirées, les feux de camp, la danse Akpesse et
l’impressionnante danse sur échasses « Tchébé » furent des moments d’amitié et de convivialité
Et c’est avec les larmes aux yeux que les campeurs se sont séparés après ces deux semaines où ils ont apporté leurs pierres à la
protection de l’environnement.
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Pour que tout ce travail ne soit pas inutile, la section CASE Atakpamé est chargée du programme de suivi qui consiste à entretenir les plants et à installer au moment opportun des pare-feux pour
protéger les aires reboisées d’éventuels feux de brousse.

Workcamps for reforestation
Since 2007 the Naturefriends Togo
have been executing the programme
“Plant Trees – Save Rivers” along river
banks in the highlands of Togo. Four
workcamps for reforestation took place
in the summer months of 2010 one of
which took place in Atakpamé. Thanks
to their own production of plants in the
tree nursery in Kpalimé, 18 pupils and
students – all members of CASE Togo –
and two French volunteers were able
to reforest an area at the source of the
river “Venavito” in Atakpamé.
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Parlons-nous
Les Amis de la Nature Fédération Française (FFUTAN)
Sylviane Queze
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de l’accueil, dans nos activités et nos maisons. Un individu vient
pour pratiquer une activité ; à nous de lui expliquer ce que nous
sommes. Il deviendra ainsi un adhérent, puis un adhérent actif, puis
un militant et, enfin, un responsable.
Le bilan des deux sessions est très positif, même si les stagiaires
étaient venus avec l’espoir de trouver des recettes. Ils ont réalisé que nous avons tous une partie des ingrédients. A nous de les
mettre en commun. Les échanges pendant deux jours leur ont ouvert quelques pistes. Le fil rouge de ce module est l’ouverture vers
le public, mais cette ouverture doit d’abord se faire entre nous, avec
une autre section, une autre région. « Aller vers » est le maître mot :
vers nos adhérents, vers nos partenaires, vers nos futurs adhérents,
vers demain.
Les deux groupes continuent d’échanger par mel et ont souhaité
se revoir, avec les animateurs, un an plus tard : pour dire comment
ils s’étaient appropriés le contenu de ce module et aller plus loin
dans les échanges des pratiques.
La convergence des bilans de ces deux groupes nous prouve
que ce module répond à un besoin réel de connaissance de notre
mouvement.

photo: Jean Claude Kamerer

La Fédération française a entrepris une démarche d’ouverture vers
le public, pour se faire connaître et accueillir de nouveaux adhérents. Cette démarche, nous devons la mener ensemble, quelle que
soit la place de l’adhérent dans l’association. La Fédération française a donc souhaité sensibiliser et motiver ses adhérents, en les
persuadant que cette ouverture vers le public est incontournable
si nous souhaitons poursuivre le travail effectué par nos aînés.
C’est la raison pour laquelle elle a construit un module spécifique
d’échanges.
Son objectif ? Parler entre nous pour pouvoir parler de nous à
l’extérieur. Deux sessions ont eu lieu en 2010 : une au printemps
à l’Ouest, l’autre à l’automne à l’Est. Une vingtaine de participants
pour chaque groupe se sont réunis pendant un week-end dans une
maison Ami de la Nature, combinant ainsi les temps de réflexion
avec les moments de convivialité. Trois membres du comité national
ont animé ces réunions. Les groupes étaient constitués d’adhérents
de plusieurs régions, à l’ancienneté différente, aux responsabilités
différentes (section, région, maison), mais aussi des adhérents qui
participent activement à la vie de leur section. Cette mixité, voulue
par la fédération, a permis aux participants de mesurer les difficultés de chacun, voire de modifier leur perception de nos instances.
Peut-être la meilleure connaissance de l’intérieur de notre maison
donnera-t-elle envie à certains de prendre des responsabilités. C’est
effectivement le second objectif : trouver et former les responsables de demain.
Ce module se déroule en trois parties : présentation et attentes
des stagiaires – présentation des instances de notre mouvement et
de leur rôle – restitution des apports des deux parties précédentes
pour construire une sorte de canevas servant de base pour présenter les Amis de la Nature au public.
Les échanges ont été très riches, Les participants ont partagé
leurs expériences, leurs pratiques. Les plus anciens ont retenu des
idées nouvelles. L’accent a été mis, entre autres, sur l’importance

photo: Archive Naturefriends France
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Let’s talk about Naturefriends
Let’s talk with each other – that was the motto of a key activity
of the French Naturefriends in 2010. They are committed to
improving the promotion of what Naturefriends are doing and
offering. In order to do so, it is necessary that members and
functionaries on all levels can professionally present the Naturefriends movement with all its objectives and tasks. Therefore, special training courses were offered and well received.
The members and functionaries did not only talk with each
other but were trained to approach interested people in their
local or regional groups in an informed manner and motivate
them to participate in activities and benefit from the Naturefriends houses.
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The Children’s Summit 2010
German Young Naturefriends (NFJD)
Angelina Ivashchenko, Tobias Thiele

The Children’s Summit 2010 in Marburg near Frankfurt was held
under the slogan “One world. One Future. Our chance. We are
changing the world”. Children aged 12 to 15 years from all over
Germany gathered for four days to discuss their visions of global
justice and a sustainable future. While working in workshops, children made a list of demands and commitments that were summarised and written down in the “Future Treaty”, which was later
signed by all the participants.
The key objectives of each Children’s Summit are to bring more
public attention to the children’s rights and give young people new
opportunities.
The participants of the Summit 2010 came from different parts
of Germany. Not all of them are members of German Young Naturefriends, many applied through the local Children’s Council in
their cities.
The Children’s Summit 2010 was organised in collaboration between German Young Naturefriends and Marburg city municipality.
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The Mayor of Marburg Egon Vaupel opened the welcome ceremony
by stressing the importance of the Summit. Nina Bartz, the representative from the German Young Naturefriends, spoke about her
memories of her first Children Summit as a participant back in 2000.
Children were working in eight workshops for almost two days.
The topics ranged from health in developing countries through fair
trade and climate change to child soldiers. Experts were present to
discuss and answer questions during the working process. At the
end, each workshop agreed on three demands and three voluntary
commitments which were included in the “Future Treaty”.
All workshops presented their results in the Marburg Conference Center. A key demand was to stop the export of German
weapons to developing countries, because of the likelihood that
they would end up in the hands of child soldiers. Another demand
was to improve health care in developing countries. The participants called on the German Parliament and other administrations
to use more fair-trade products. Local politicians from all parties
came to the Marburg Conference center to discuss these topics
with the participants.
The highlight of the Children’s Summit was a panel discussion
with politicians and experts on Sunday morning. Among the guests
were Uwe Kekeritz (Green Party), member of the German Parliament and Michael Gahler (Christian Democrats), member of the European Parliament. The conversion of energy supply and the control of military exports were discussed controversially. The Children
didn’t accept the argument that nuclear energy is needed for climate protection. For them renewable energies were the best solutions. At the end of the event, the participants handed over their
“Future Treaty” to the politicians. Many politicians – including the
Chancellor Angela Merkel – have responded to the “Future Treaty”.

all photos: Sebastian Suk (3x)

Their answers are available at the official website of the event:
www.kindergipfel.de
The evaluation of the entire event was very positive: 100 percent of
the respondents said that they were satisfied with the achieved results.
94 percent rated the atmosphere as either “good” or “excellent “.
The Children’s Summit 2010 motivated many children to commit
themselves to a responsible and fair society in the globalised world.
62 percent indicated that they want to fight against poverty, for example by disseminating the results of the Summit and by initiating
other projects. 77 percent said that they would like to learn more
about developing countries in school.
The Children’s Summit 2010 was an official contribution to the
United Nations Decade of Education for Sustainable Development.
The participants learned to recognise global contexts and strengthened their skills in identifying common goals and opportunities.
The event promoted youth involvement and enhanced children’s
role and responsibility in decision making processes. While current politics are mostly based on short-term solutions and national
interests, the participants of The Children Summit made clear the
fact that we only have one world and one future and that only together we are able to combat poverty, climate change and injustice.
We have to adjust our lifestyle and our economy in order to give
future generations the opportunity to shape their lives according to
their ideas.

The Children’s Summit 2010 reunion found place during the last
weekend of October.
The former participants of the Summit in Marburg came to Bonn
to evaluate the “Future Treaty” and its results. The nuclear versus
renewable energy was chosen as the second topic because of the
many requests from children’s side.
There was also a video workshop, where children learned how to
create short movies with simple tools and spread the information further via YouTube etc. The movie about dangers of nuclear power was
made in order to raise awareness on this issue. The video is available
at http://www.countdown2021.de/galerie/-/show/1544/.
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The European dimension of IYNF
Vanessa Hofeditz

The European Youth Forum is an independent, democratic,
youth-led platform which represents 98 National Youth Councils
and International Youth Organisations from all over Europe. It has
existed since 1996 and was created by merging the Council of European National Youth Committees (CENYC) and the European Coordination Bureau of International Youth Organisations (ECB). The
YFJ’s work aims to empower young people to participate actively
in society in order to improve their own lives. It does so by representing their needs and interests and those of their organisations
towards the European Institutions, the Council of Europe and the
United Nations. The main working fields of the YFJ are Education,
Youth Work Development, Participation and Youth Policy Mainstreaming, Human Rights Employment and Social Affairs.

all photos: European Youth Forum 2010

Since the 1980s IYNF has been involved in European youth work
outside the Naturefriends movement and has been a member of
the European Youth Forum (YFJ) from its inception. For a long time,
IYNF was very active but over the last years the involvement in the
YFJ has unfortunately decreased because of many other internal developments and changes. Since the last General Assembly
in May 2010, IYNF’s aim has been to get more active again and to
widen its European dimension and contacts to other International
Youth NGOs (IYNGO) and European Institutions. IYNF is already
a networking organisation which connects 16 Member Organisations, 5 Partner Organisations and more than 120,000 individuals
all over Europe. Is there a need for such an NGO to be a member
of an even larger network, such as the European Youth Forum?
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YFJ wants to influence decisions about youth politics made by European institutions. The current European Commission’s Youth in Action
(YiA) Programme is the largest programme in Europe that supports
youth led activities and has the aim to positively change the situation
of young people. From 2007 until 2013 it is set to provide around one
million young Europeans with valuable non-formal education experience and mobility possibilities. Because Youth in Action is of such importance to European youth work, the programme Youth in Action 2.0
was discussed at the last General Assembly of the YFJ in November
2010 in Kiev and a Position Paper was agreed on. This paper specifically focuses on the improvement of global and not only European
youth work but also on how to make the YiA funds more sustainable
and user-friendly. But what is IYNF’s role in all of these matters?
As you have read above, being represented as an IYNGO at the
European Youth Forum brings benefits in the end. For example, hav-

ing the chance to influence the Youth in Action Programme can
improve funding and therefore its work and activities. Besides that,
it is a great way to meet people and exchange ideas and opinions.
In 2010 we attended the Members Support Week, the Secretary
General Meeting and the General Assembly and intend to get even
more involved in 2011. European affairs and politics have a growing influence on youth work on the local, national and international
level. I am convinced that IYNF going more European will also have
a positive effect on our Members, not only organisations but also
individuals. I believe that in the following months and years this involvement can grow so that we can sooner or later all profit from it.
I want to support IYNF on this path by building mutually beneficial
relationships for the future. For these reasons I will represent IYNF
at the upcoming meetings of the European Youth Forum.
Let’s go European!
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Tree houses for the Naturefriends
Friedrich Köckert

Few years ago Sven Sucker – previous member of the IYNF Presidium – told me a wise thing during one of our meetings: “Just
because you don’t know how to do something is no reason not to
do it!” That gave me the final kick to suggest my little crazy idea
to Young and Old Naturefriends in Europe: Let’s build tree houses
within the Naturefriends!
Why should we build tree houses? First of all, I think many people like tree houses. I certainly do. For me it connects nature and
shelter, adventure and retreat, climbing and resting, and many
more – things which I simply associate with Naturefriends as well.
Tree houses create shiny eyes for the little kid inside us.
We have decided to use the idea of tree houses, with its space
for playfulness and creativity and add something attractive and unusual to what we already have and do: Naturefriends houses and environmental tourism and education.
Yes, there’s a long path ahead of us and we are no experts yet, but
we can become ones! There are several things to be done. One side is
practical: to become tree house builders ourselves we need to launch
a feasibility study on how to build tree houses. We can try to plan
training for tree climbing and tree house building within the coming
months. That will not only enable us to build family or group accommodations or even tree house seminar rooms – an option I find very
attractive in a long term perspective – but will also teach us how to
build a tree house platform, which I would see as an amazing first step.
Next thing is to become experts in knowledge: There are many
professionally built tree houses around Europe and one can learn
much by visiting these venues and getting in touch with the people
behind.
Furthermore, we need to explore the safety guildelines, legal and
technical regulations and building requirements for each potential
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country – information which we can also most easily start with asking those who have built such houses already.
Last but not least, we need to find funding options for the tree
houses and create first architectural drafts.
For all of that we need an enthusiastic group of people, willing to
invest time and energy in finding out and sharing their tree house
knowledge.
We have already been discussing this initiative and things are
moving on to get this fabulous and yet so unbelievable project going. An important moment happened during the recent Planning
Weekend when member organisations decided upon a new Strategic Plan 2011–2013 and the Workplan 2011 – and made tree
houses a part of them, as it supports close-to-nature lifestyle and is
a good free time activity.

comics: Tereza Nozorová

all photos: www.a-un-fil.com

Besides the legal fundamental background we got support from
people who showed interest, gave suggestions and shared information. One of them, Christian Baumgartner – Secretary General of
NFI – has been in contact with his friend who is an architect, also
very enthusiastic about the idea and who suggested to get architecture students involved in the process.
What I also found out was that Modrá Střelka, a Duha CZ local
group, organises a challenge as part of its children camps called
“24 hours on a tree” where small groups of kids stay on a netplatform tightened between three trees in the woods. I find it a
great and easy to implement step for simple “living in the tree”
activities.
The latest tree house inspiration is what I got from Jasmin Khalil
from the German Young Naturefriends office. She sent me a link
where you can see tents for sleeping hanging high above the
ground on big branches of trees. Some sort of tree “camping”.
If you don’t believe it, check www.a-un-fil.com. Absolutely enjoyable to look at and very inspiring too.
So one thing to do for the next outdoor season is to bring together the people among us interested in tree climbing, tree house
building or high-tree-camping and try things out; what is possible to
do with little risk and little amount of material.
Last but not least: one thing I realise over and over again is that
talking about it works fantastically well. I would have never thought
that there would be so many people into tree houses. Once you
start talking about it, you will see it works great.
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IYNF year 2010 in numbers
Ivan Blažek

The year 2010 ended up with a small financial loss for IYNF as a result of problems with a few grants from the previous years and the
costs of yet another handover of Secretary General. Nevertheless,
no major changes needed to be made in the 2010 workplan as a
consequence of financial problems, with the exception of cancelling
the summer youth exchange Meet the Freak which didn’t receive
grant funding.
The grant results in general were a success in 2010, 8 out of
the 10 major grant projects IYNF applied for were awarded funding. This is especially important because 75% of IYNF income still
comes from grants from the European Commission and the Council of Europe.
IYNF spent most of its expenditures in the programming and
networking field, including projects such as Green Workshops,
Networking Conference, Born to be Wild or InTouch. Less than a
half of the spending covers staff costs, statutory meetings and overheads. The total yearly spending amounted to some 200,000 Euros,
which would cover the purchase of a bottle of Becherovka (famous
Czech booze) for every inhabitant of Naarden, the hometown of
our new Secretary General, if he decided to celebrate his appointment a little.

Network
The IYNF network currently consists of 16 Member Organisations and 5 Partner Organisations. With the inclusion of the regional groups of our members and partners, we reach out to over
120,000 people, which is also the number of roofers employed in
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the USA. Fortunately, we don’t keep the Young Naturefriends membership count by the number of IYNF Twitter followers, which is
currently… let me check again… 3. This is also the number of roofers who have been repairing the roof of the building next to the
IYNF office for half a year and, although they haven’t finished it yet,
they moved onto our roof. Would be about time though, springs in
Prague are quite rainy.

People
Maybe in anticipation of the roof problems, 4 paid staff members
left the IYNF office during 2010. Those who stayed accumulated a
total of 189 overtime hours during the year, which would be enough
time to watch “An Inconvenient Truth” 75 times while still managing to make some popcorn. Two new EVS volunteers started their
service in the IYNF office in September/October 2010 and in order to find a suitable space for living managed to move 8 times between 10 rooms in 9 different flats all around Prague. This gave the
IYNF EVS coordinator (who by chance is the author of this article)
a countless number of headaches ending up in him suggesting to
change the meaning of the IYNF acronym to “If You Need a Flat”.
IYNF reimbursed travel costs to 179 people travelling to our
trainings, seminars and meetings in 2010. A total of 55 of those
travelled by (air)plane, five of which misspelled it as “plain” when requesting reimbursement.
The number of hugs between participants increased from the
15,232 last year to 16,755. Two Naturefriend babies were born
in 2010.

Duha Workcamps
Pedro Pires Henriques

The projects are diverse enough: from ecology, through art and
protection of heritage, passing through work with mentally challenged people as well as organisation of cultural events, such as music festivals. In every project the organiser tries to teach the volunteers something new, either through workshops or using “learning
by doing” methods.
Volunteers in Duha Workcamps already learned for example how
to climb, how to become a gardener, what permaculture means, how
kids’ camps work, what Yoga is and even how to build small houses
out of mud and straw. All this happened while having a good time in
an international environment.
Each volunteer is given food and accommodation during the workcamp. The only necessary thing is that he arranges his own trip.
We strongly recommend eco-friendly ways of travelling. We truly
help “Throughout the world” – last year we had 2 Czech volunteers
in Mongolia and the USA, this year one in Malaysia, and we have
hosted volunteers from Japan, Korea, Vietnam…
Who can join in? International Volunteers from 18 to 70 years old!

all photos: Veronika Frnková

Let me say a few words regarding the activities of International Voluntary Projects (IVP), better known as workcamps.
An IVP is usually carried out for two weeks, and in these two
weeks a group of 5 to 20 volunteers from all around the world helps
with a project of public interest. Due to our partnership with SCI
(Service Civil International), it’s possible to choose up to 94 countries in Europe.
The roots of Service Civil International and workcamps as such
lie in a very practical peace project. In 1920, a group of volunteers
gathered to reconstruct a war-torn village on the French and German border. The initiative came from the Swiss man Pierre Ceresole.
It was his idea to work together in a spirit of friendship and demonstrate a concrete act of international solidarity. He wanted to show
that people of different nationalities can work together instead of
being each other’s enemies.
Nowadays, even if SCI is providing peace workshops, meetings
and No More War camps, also the intercultural dimension, understanding and solidarity as such are created.
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Famous and hidden spots of Dutch naturefriends

Dutch Naturefriends will show you the best places
in The Netherlands: famous and unknown spots,
hiking and biking through great nature parks and
along the coast. Cities and culture.
Five houses offer a programme especially
for your Naturefriends group
coming from abroad.

Banjaert: Typical Dutch
Flowers at the Keukenhof, windmills, wooden shoes, cheesemaking at the Zaansche Schans, a trip by hydrofoil boat to Amsterdam
or the lovely old city of Haarlem. These are some of the attractions
you can visit during a midweek from the Naturefriends house Banjaert. This sustainably rebuild house at the seaside in Wijk aan Zee
is also a perfect start for a hike through the dunes or a little “after
dinner” walk to the beach.
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All these arrangements can be booked for international groups.
Fore more information: www.nivon.nl
You can participate in two programs individually in 2011:
• Banjaert: 24–29 April • Bosbeek: 28 August – 2 September

Hunehuis: Exploring hidden beauty spots in the Netherlands
A great destination for hiking across fields and through forest areas. Visit the friendly small towns of
Meppel, Diever and Vledder or the area’s small-size museums such as the museum of applied arts and
glass. Another attraction is the beautifully renovated Hunehuis at Havelte, a sustainable Naturefriends
house named after hunebeds, gravehills built from megaliths. Meet the local shepherds and their flocks.
Take a canoe through the Wieden and Weerribben national parks. Discover the richness of nature and
culture in this lovely north-eastern part of the Netherlands.

ABK-huis: Royal culture and nature in the east
The ABK-huis is situated near Apeldoorn, close to the famous Hoge Veluwe National Park. Explore its
nature with Nivon guides. The beautiful river IJssel is also nearby. During a bicycle tour, the ferryman will
take you to Bronkhorst, the smallest city in The Netherlands. Discover the charming city of Doesburg.
Among other cultural highlights is the royal palace in Apeldoorn, the open air museum in the city of
Arnhem or the world famous art museum Kröller Muller in Otterlo with paintings of Van Gogh.

Bosbeek: Hiking and biking in the heart of the Netherlands
Hiking and biking from the Bosbeek. This Naturefriends house is situated in a lovely green area between
the Veluwe nature park and the river Rhine. This area is bike friendly with bicycles available for rent and
multiple bike paths. Cycling in the Netherlands is both fun and safe along these special paths.

Eikhold: (a) Three countries, three cities
Look up Aachen in Germany, visit Maastricht in the Netherlands and Luik in Belgium. See in which
mountain cave the famous painting Nachtwacht of Rembrandt was hidden during the WWII. You’ll take
a boat to Luik in Belgium. While travelling there by boat you will pass the ‘sluice of Ternaaien’. That will
lift you 15 meters from the river Maas up to the Albert kanaal. The starting point of your trip is the Naturefriends house Eikhold, a nice villa in the city of Heerlen, in the very south of the Netherlands.

(b) Happy hikers
A midweek with daily hiking tours from Eikhold. This house lies in a beautiful and varied hilly area, very
popular and much loved for outdoor activities, hiking especially. Eikhold is a very charming old villa,
a lovely house for overnight stays.

The kitchens in the Naturefriends houses in the Netherlands are well
equipped with pots, pans, crockery and cutlery. Guests can cook for
themselves. Naturefriends can also cook for groups renting (a part
of) a house. Cooking is provided for guests on special occasions.
The kitchen is always a pleasant social place full of activity.

More information about these
programmes and other Nivon
Naturefriends houses:

www.nivon.nl
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www.die-outdoor-verlage.de
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Slovak Karst – Aggtelek Karst:
Landscape of the Year 2010/11

The Naturefriends’ inauguration of the “Landscape of the Year
2010/11” sets a clear sign for fruitful cooperation and friendly
partnership between Slovakia and Hungary.
Every two years, the Naturefriends designate one trans-border,
ecologically valuable or endangered region in Europe as the “Landscape of the Year” with the aim to draw European attention to it and
to set up concrete initiatives for sustainable development.
On 21 May 2010, the region Slovak Karst – Aggtelek Karst on
the border of Slovakia and Hungary was proclaimed the “Landscape
of the Year 2010/11”. Surrounded by the beautiful scenery in the
small Hungarian village of Aggtelek, NFI president Manfred Pils officially inaugurated the project.
The opening festivities took place on both sides of the border
and were attended by more than 800 people including renown politicians, important stakeholders and representatives of the two local
national parks.
They agreed on the importance of combining cross-border cooperation and sustainable regional development of the area that is
one of the largest Karst regions in Central Europe with more than
1200 caves registered as UNESCO World Natural Heritage sites.
This picturesque Karst landscape holds an impressive range of habitats which are home to many rare species endemic to this area and
hardly found elsewhere in Europe. Its singular diversity of flora and
fauna as well as its unique geological history make the area of special interest to both scientists and tourists.
Beyond its geographic unity, the region also shares a changeful
history, which has fostered a wealth of cultures and languages. To
this day, palaces and mansions, monuments to the history of culture
and industry, mediaeval churches and traditional farmhouses in tiny
villages bear witness to the area’s cultural heritage.
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In their speeches at the official inauguration, Hanna Bozzay,
head of the tourism department of the Hungarian Ministry of local government, and Gabriel Kuliffay, head of the tourism section
of the Slovak Ministry of economy, also welcomed the project and
stressed the importance of the trans-border cooperation. “The
Landscape of the Year 2010/11 is setting a clear sign for Hungary
and Slovakia for intensifying sustainable cross-border tourism developments”, said Gabriel Kuliffay. “International cooperation and the
development of sustainable tourism strategy in this region are also
very significant to preserve the ecological, cultural and social values
of this region”, Hanna Bozzay stated.
With this in mind, Naturefriends International (NFI) together with
Naturefriends Hungary (Magyar Természetbarát Szövetség) and Naturefriends Slovakia (Klub slovenských turistov) invite you all to the
“Landscape of the Year 2010/11 Slovak Karst – Aggtelek Karst”.

photo: Stefan Kesi

photo: Jaroslav Tomko

Further information: www.landscapeoftheyear.net/karst
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Same language, same roots

Same language, same roots: that creates opportunities. But sometimes it takes a push in the right direction to turn opportunities into
action. For Dutch and Flemish Naturefriends this push was the NFI
initiated meeting of media representatives from various Naturefriends
organisations in Vienna in autumn 2009. From that point on, the cooperation between Dutch (Nivon) and Belgian (De Natuurvrienden)
Naturefriends continuously strengthened throughout 2010.
“We are organising a sustainable recreational fair, do you want
to join in?“ Thanks to this invitation from the Flemish sister organisation, a small delegation from Nivon attended the fair in Edegem
near Antwerp on 27 March 2010. At their exhibition stand the
Dutch Naturefriends houses in the border region and the summer travel programme were introduced. The chairman of the youth
group “Treq” held a presentation on the sustainability of Nivons
travels. Since all Naturefriends share the same umbrella organisation the same discount for these travels applies to Belgian as well
as Dutch members.
Sustainable tourism wasn’t the only focus shared in 2009 and
2010. Sustainability and youth issues were the themes of the NivonYoung Ontpop-Festival on 28 November 2009 in Amsterdam under
the motto „green your mind’’ that was attended by a delegation of
Flemish Young Naturefriends.
The exchange of articles and the sharing of content was another
field of cooperation that massively expanded in 2010. Among these
are several articles on Dutch houses, winter pictures from Belgium, the
presentation of a meeting with the new Dutch IYNF Secretary General Martijn van den Berg, who started his career as an apprentice with
Nivon in Amsterdam, as well as an interview with the new NFI-representative in Brussels, Sandra Roling. Furthermore an interview with the
Belgian journalist and biologist Dirk Draulans who re-sailed the famous
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voyage of Darwin together with an international crew of scientists was
published in both magazines. The list of joint work is long and the exchange took place in both directions. Even joint promotion and information materials, including a flyer, were made.
Apart from the welcome effect of labour-savings when working
together on common themes, this content sharing introduces new
and interesting information to members of both organisations. This
kind of cooperation will be pursued in 2011.
Additionally, the Belgian Naturefriends are being informed about
new or renewed long-distance hiking trails in press releases published by Nivon.
In addition to cooperation in the promotional field there are also
plans for management cooperation. The Flemish Naturefriends director, Lieven Heuten, made an appearance at the Dutch Union
Council and spoke on social tourism, cooperation and the Naturefriends Cycling Friendship Trail.
The common language, of course, encourages the exchange between Nivon and De Natuurvrienden, but also the cooperation with
the Swiss and German Naturefriends has resulted in specific articles
on Naturefriends houses published in their magazines.

Experiencing Nature alongside
the Green Belt
Grit Restetzki

© Naturschutzbund Lower Austria

For more than 30 years, the “Iron Curtain” separated people in Europe, creating an insurmountable barrier of 12,500 km in length.
Obstructed from direct human interferences, many of these deserted areas became a sanctuary for rare animals and plants.
After the fall of the Iron Curtain this wildlife corridor was threatened by the division of natural habitats and intensification of agriculture. Quickly the idea came about to link the habitats along the
Green Belt Europe-wide in order to protect and preserve them.
Now, 20 years after the opening of the borders, this has become
the common objective of one of Europe’s largest nature conservation projects involving NGOs, national institutions and professional
associations. This cross-border cooperation makes it clear that natural habitats have very different borders from those political ones.
Thus a living Green Belt is formed by linking particularly valuable habitats from Murmansk at the Arctic Ocean to Burgas at the
Black Sea.
Many of these habitats are Natura 2000 sites. Natura 2000 is an
ecological network of protected areas in the territory of the European
Union, established to halt the loss of flora and fauna in Europe.
“Experiencing Natura 2000 alongside the Green Belt” is a joint
project of Naturefriends International and Naturschutzbund Niederösterreich (Nature Conservation Union Lower Austria) linking
these two conservation projects together. The project aims to

increase community awareness of the importance of ecological
knowledge and responsible interaction with nature. By bike or by
foot – visitors can experience the diversity of Natura 2000 sites
alongside the Green Belt in Lower Austria in the border areas with
Slovakia and the Czech Republic in the total of six Natura Trails, four
of which have been inaugurated in 2010.
Projects website: www.natura2000amgruenenband.at

photo: Andrea Lichtenecker

FACT BOX Natura Trails:
Natura Trails are theme trails in protected areas that are particularly well suited for soft leisure pursuits. Leaflets and educational
signs installed along the trials give information on the fauna and
flora of the region, its biodiversity, and invite visitors to discover
the area. www.naturatrails.net
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New Naturefriends International
representation in Brussels
Sandra Roling

Right on time as the new EU legislation period is gaining momentum,
Naturefriends International (NFI) has increased its presence in the European capital by establishing a new Brussels office. Sandra Roling, 31,
joined NFI as EU Policy Officer in June 2010 in order to develop our
network, follow EU legislation and make NFI positions known in Brussels. The new office is based at Mundo-B, the Brussels Sustainability
House shared by different NGOs working on environmental and development issues. Not only is it just a few minutes away from the EU
institutions but also offers NFI the opportunity to collaborate and exchange views with other sustainability-minded organisations.
Over the next few years, the EU is going to set the course for its
further development in many important areas. New economic strategies are being developed with the goal of bringing Europe onto a more
climate-friendly, low-carbon path. The review of budgets and funding
schemes offers the opportunity to adjust EU priorities, and the development of the next environmental action programme will set the stage for
sustainability efforts across all major policy areas. By taking an active
part in these debates, NFI contributes to the realisation of its vision for a
global fair and sustainable society also in the political context.
With the new presence, NFI builds on and enhances its existing
involvement at the European level. One of the goals is to strengthen
its membership in the Green 10, a circle of the ten major European
environmental organisations that regularly coordinate their activities
in Brussels. NFI also shares its expertise on sustainable tourism and
sustainable regional development with the European Commission in
different advisory groups. In 2010 it has, for example, been in close
dialogue with the directorate responsible for developing the new EU
tourism policy.
Based on our experience with the Landscape of the Year project
in the Danube Delta, NFI, WWF Danube Carpathian Program and the
Danube Competence Centre (DCC) were also able to make some im56
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portant suggestions for the development of an environmentally, socially and economically balanced European Danube strategy. Several
of our comments concerning the tourism and culture pillar of the
strategy were directly taken up by the Commission, for example regarding the need to develop concrete quality criteria for sustainable
tourism and to strategically develop and promote this sector.
With this work, NFI can directly influence the framework conditions for the sustainable regional development we want to promote.
A day-to-day presence in Brussels will allow us to engage even more
closely with our partners in the Commission, the European Parliament and the NGO community, increasing the impact of our work
both internationally and for our member organisations.
Contact information:
Naturefriends International, EU Policy Office
Mundo B building; 26, Rue d’Edimbourg; B-1050 Brussels
Phone: 0032-2-8931056; Email: eupolicyoffice@nf-int.org

Networking

Networking is a buzzword – especially in the NGO scene. Everyone
does it but no one really wants to talk about it. Everyone uses networks but hardly anyone wants to share them. So what does networking actually mean?
Getting to know someone who knows someone else who might
be able to introduce you to…? Standing around at cocktail parties
(well, for the NGO scene they would be rather receptions and coffee breaks at conferences) trying to get to know the speaker of the
last panel session?
What for? To hear the latest news even before they appear in
the media? To introduce your projects and specific abilities with the
hope to receive some project funds next time? To exchange ideas
and work towards cooperation and innovative plans?
Nothing like that or a bit of all. Let me try to explain networking
with some concrete examples from the world of NFI.
In 2010, NFI was asked to be a founding member of the Danube
Competence Centre (DCC)1. This membership is a result of a long
lasting fruitful cooperation with the gtz (German Technical Cooperation) within the frame of the project “Landscape of the year 2007–
2009 Danube Delta” – although it was when gtz had no money to
sponsor our activities. Now the DCC is very much interested in our
work and could contribute to several follow-up projects along the
Danube for NFI and the Romanian Naturefriends.
In 2009, NFI was commissioned by DG Enterprise’s tourism unit to
organise a series of regional workshops in Poland, Hungary and Bulgaria to raise awareness for bicycle tourism – especially for the implementation of the Iron Curtain Trail. This was possible because Manfred
Pils, former Secretary General, and I had focused our attention on the
Tourism Sustainability Group of DG enterprise for several years.
Since 2006 I have been able to make use of the connections of
the European Environmental and Sustainable Development Advisory
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Councils (EEAC) to lobby for sustainable development in Europe.
This is possible because of our work for the Forum Sustainable Austria, the civil society advisory body for the Austrian Strategy for Sustainable Development.
A large number of our projects and the organisational development have been possible only because the NFI team has for many
years been involved in networking – without calling it “networking”
and often without the purpose of “networking” as such. Networking
is not false friendship; it is based on trust. I speak at conferences,
take part in discussions and contribute to workshops, teach and supervise bachelor and master thesis, etc. Most of these activities are
time consuming, not well paid and therefore not “economic”. But
this is only a short-sighted point of view. On the long run, all this is
the basis for successful work of an environmental and social NGO.
Networking needs time – but it definitely pays off.
1

The Danube Competence Centre (DCC) is an international organisation, based

in Belgrade /Serbia, that aims at sustainable tourism and regional development of the
middle and lower Danube. Members are tourism authorities, umbrella organisations
from tourism business, universities, cities and regions and NGOs – see also
www.danubecc.org.
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Documenting diversity – Boosting
ecological awareness
Anita Pinter

“I believe in angels” by Zvonko Radičanin (Croatia) in the category biodiversity in Alpine Pearls

Within the International Year of Biodiversity 2010 Naturefriends
International called for a Photo Championship to enforce the
perception and appreciation of the variety of life.
With the NFI Photo Championship, themed “Countdown 2010 –
Biodiversity“, nature lovers and photographers were invited to document the wonder of biological diversity on our planet. The idea
was to enforce the importance of the protection of diversity of life
and advance the awareness and sensitivity of biodiversity in 2010,
the “International Year of Biodiversity”declared by the UN. For many
people “Biodiversity”, however, is still an abstract term. They are
questioning if millions of species are really needed to ensure our
quality of life.
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What is so special about diversity of life?
Biodiversity is the variety of life from individual genes to animals
and plants to complex ecosystems and ecological processes. It accounts for the uniqueness of our planet while providing the basis
for our existence.
Why is the preservation of diversity of life on Earth so important?
For years, nature and environmental activists as well as the Naturefriends have tried to communicate the great importance of biodiversity. Biodiversity provides key benefits to humans on daily basis. It is the foundation of our life, a fundamental factor for nutrition,
clothes, medicaments and construction materials and a mitigating

“Ötscher” by Michael Vit (Austria) in the category biodiversity in Landscapes of the Year

factor to ecological disaster risk. Furthermore, it is of great importance when it comes to climate change because diverse ecosystems
can react easier to changes.
How will the loss of diversity of life affect our life?
The agricultural production will decline dramatically if bacteria and fungi, which fructify the earth, disappear, if the number of
insects, birds and bats decrease and flowers cannot be pollinated.
The loss of biological diversity causes drastic reduction of natural
resources and will destabilise the ecological processes we rely on.
During the International Year of Biodiversity 2010, the NFI Photo
Championship pursued the objective to create a higher level of

awareness about the diversity of species, but also called attention to
this topic. Finally photographers from more than 20 countries have
captured biodiversity in all its beauty and blaze of colours and inspired others to protect nature.
Five winners of the Photo Championship “Countdown 2010”
were honoured on Saturday, 27 November 2010 in Salzburg/Austria on the occasion of the Naturefriends Environment Conference
“Experiencing nature – communicating biodiversity”, organised in
cooperation with the Naturefriends Austria and the Austrian Federal Forests. NFI cordially likes to thank all our partners and sponsors for the gernerous prizes and their friendly support during the
competition!
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“Winterlicht” by Bernd Mai (Germany) in the category biodiversity in the surroundings of Naturefriends Houses
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In 2012 the next NFI-Photo-Championship will again be organised
to motivate photographers to document the distinctiveness of nature.
Photographers worldwide essentially contribute to the fact that
the natural wonders remain visible and are perceived by others.
They build a significant bridge between nature conservation and environmental communication. Because: the awareness about species
and habitats is an essential prerequisite for their protection.

sponsors
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award ceremony

TOP “Grasfrosch” by Hubert Blatterer (Austria) in the category biodiversity along Natura Trails
BUTTOM “Leucojum reflection” by István Kerekes (Hungary) in the general category biodiversity
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As green as it gets
Green workshops

greengames

GetGreen
campaigning

The intension of making 2010 the Green Year of IYNF was successful
and it certainly turned out to be a very good plan. As an organisation, which already in its name claims to have some special attitude
towards natural environment, we thought that it would be a perfect
idea to give it some more attention and include green issues not
only like we do normally as Naturefriends, but also make them a
leading subject of our activities.
The title of Green Year obliged us to focus the content of all
workshops and trainings on different aspects of environmental
topics and find such a context for them, which would attract young
people from many countries – having in mind how different the
politics on ecological matters are everywhere in Europe. We did it
because we had discovered that the green issues should be more
visible in our message and cultivate not only through recreation
in nature but also through getting to know it better and using the
knowledge, attitude and experience in projects which are totally
devoted to preservation of nature. We wanted to fully contribute
to the nowadays movement of sustainable future. The fruits of
this strategy were 3 out of 4 of our activities organised in 2010.
This article talks about the first two together entitled Green Workshops (the third – Born to be wild – is described in the following
pages). They were consisting of GetGreen Campaigning training
and GreenGames. With these Green Workshops we wanted to encourage active volunteers from within the Naturefriends network
to learn and share experience on environmental campaigns and
green games.
GetGreen Campaigning took place in amazing surrounding of
Austrian mountains and waterfalls, an ideal place for participants interested in ecological lifestyle and actively enjoying the time in nature. They chose this training to get to know how to run a “green”
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campaign which they could then initiate in their own environment.
The first step to take was to see the difference between a typical
project and a campaign. After getting to know the campaign’s characteristics, the flow of the workshops and discussions moved on towards discovering the topics prepared by two trainers – Ellen Frank
and Jochen Dallmer. Then participants developed their skills, knowledge and awareness in life cycle and methods of campaigns. Besides, they learned how to use experiential and non-formal education for the initiatives connected with environmental issues. One of
the main tasks was to propose a campaign that could realistically
take place and present the stages of the whole preparation process – from the basic idea, through the part when we need to realise the reasons and aim of the campaign, to the organisation of the
necessary events and people or factors involved.
The second activity happened in a bio venue in Germany. The
character of this spot alone was a great source of inspiration and
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the more important part, which was of course the practice – games
taking place in the nature and showing how we can use the possibilities it gives to learn something new about environment we live in
and ourselves.
This was the first time IYNF organised activities of this kind. We
are therefore aware that there was a space for improvement, but we
were satisfied with the outcomes and we got an encouraging feedback from participants and trainers. Green topics certainly have the
potential to not only become a discussion topic but also an interesting workshop or a real project.

motivation for the participants. They spent there one week with
games, discussions and reflections connected with green themes
and their use in informal and experiential education. GreenGames
were addressed to people interested particularly in implementation
of this kind of topics in the games which could become a part of
workshops prepared for youth. Also this time trainers – Ellen again
and Friedrich Köckert – tried to show how to use natural things and
places we are surrounded by for the purpose of attracting young
people into a creative self-development. The programme was created in a way to include some of the theoretical knowledge within

GetGreen Campaigning:
20–25 April, 2010, Eben am Achensee, Austria, 20 participants
from: Armenia, Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Germany, Kosovo,
Moldovia, Poland, Slovakia, Turkey, trainers: Ellen Frank and
Jochen Dallmer.
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GreenGames:
18–23 May, 2010, Klosterdorf, Germany, 17 participants from:
Albania, Belgium, Estonia, Germany, Greece, Italy, Ireland, Macedonia, Portugal, Poland, Romania, Slovenia, Spain, and Sweden,
trainers: Ellen Frank and Friedrich Köckert
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Born To Be Wild

It is a project with a really long birth-period. The idea of a green
camp came up a long, long time ago, first focused more on sustainable lifestyle, and based on the traditional way of living. We wanted
people, especially those from the countries where these traditions
are almost extinct, to see, to learn and to share, what our greatgrandparents did to maintain a house, to produce food and what
can be seen today as a cool and green alternative to all these industrialised and ready-made stuff.
We had a great vision, which we discussed lengthily at various
IYNF meetings and open spaces, to produce superb and tasty jam
for a whole camp, find food in the forest, make music instruments
from natural things, do batik, hand-made eco-cosmetics, our own
eco-fridge etc. The main aim was to have a week, when people, the
young participants, would live in a completely eco-friendly way in
nice surroundings and simply have a nice time together. We hoped
as a result they would fall in love with nature and, wholeheartedly,
become “friends of nature”.
First, the outdoor element was sort of a side topic. But then we
realised it would be rather attractive and also a fantastic way to enable this “falling in love with nature”. When we finally, officially decided to organise Born To Be Wild (Btbw), after at least 3 years of
talking about it, it was the year when Summer Camp, the IYNF’s outdoor sport project, didn’t happen because of lack of interest. So
came the idea to combine both fields the environmental education
and outdoor sports to do a superfunky summer youth exchange.
Again we had wonderful visions about going rafting, spending
3 days in the mountains, sleeping in the trees, but then we backed
down a bit. We simply did not know how much we can expect from
an “average” participant and, furthermore, we had to be careful and
stay within the frames of the youth exchange programme to get fund64
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ing from Youth in Action and be able to keep our participant fees low.
The project opened to a wide range of people, not just the rich and
sporty ones. Also, the idea of a wild nature camp might not be enjoyable for the modern 21st century young people of Europe.
So we came up with a compromise and found a beautiful but
rather luxurious venue in the Czech Republic. The campsite with its
tents, kitchen, dining area and even a gorgeous “bathroom” was
set up by a lovely stream. It was definitely a place to turn your heart
towards nature. In order to treat all natural resources with a proper
care we were using soap and other cleaning liquids from the Ecover
brand. It was possible because they agreed to provide us with their
products as a support to our project.
Deciding about the venue was also a great step in our intercultural learning. One part of the organising team thought participants
would find it too comfy, while the other part thought they could
use some help after 2–3 days in the camp. These doubts and dif-

ferent opinions were later reflected also among the participants;
for some the camp was luxurious, whereas for the others – it was
quite scary. What is really important and will help us with the organisation of Btbw this year, is that they shared with us their opinions and thoughts about the place. The whole adventure became
even more interesting as we decided to spend a night in another
place, among the rocks, sleeping under shelters we made ourselves
or in the caves. Everybody enjoyed it but for a few people it was a
perfect example of how the camp could look like all the time, while
others were happier on their way back to our primary venue, which
seemed even more luxurious afterwards.
I suppose it is never easy to set up a project out of the blue, find
the right balance for it to be fun yet educational, wild but not scary.

We went for a safer option and did a Btbw light version with the
learning approach, the need to observe, trial and error, and finetune for the future. I can say we did have our “laboratory” camp
which was a great way to test the concept. And I am happy to announce, as long as the funding agencies’ framework allows us, that
we can get even wilder and will do so upon request by the majority
of our co-testers, our marvellous participants.
To give some hard facts about the project, 6 countries were
present including Belgium, Czech Republic, Germany, Hungary,
Poland and Switzerland. We spent together a bit more than a
week, 10–18 August 2010, surrounded by forests and fields at
the camping venue near Sebuč, a village in the Náchod area, north
of the Czech Republic.
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InTouch
Training course on youth exchange project management
Lucie Frišová

Organising youth exchanges is an excellent method of a youth work.
These activities have a high potential of giving young people and
children an enormous learning experience. Confrontation with one’s
own culture, discovering unfamiliar places, countries and cultures,
taking responsibility over the programme and material - these are all
unique opportunities of youth exchanges. Moreover, they are shortterm projects that are easy to organise and carry out successfully.
We in IYNF have our own understanding what is and what is not a
good youth exchange. Through the years youth exchanges were
always one of the key activities organised by volunteers and local
groups for other young Naturefriends in Europe. We believe that we
share a lot of values and understanding of what is youth exchange
with Youth in Action Programme as well. This funding programme
for non-formal education projects is a great support and contribution to international youth activities.
The aim of InTouch training course therefore is to empower and
enable participants to successfully prepare and run international
youth exchange projects and through doing that support the IYNF’s
networking pillar.
This is realised through the following objectives:
• Capacity building in projects planning and grant writing;
• Further developed group leader’s skills and team work competencies;
• Increase participants’ intercultural awareness and enable them to
address intercultural learning in their projects;
• Find partners and discover the networking possibilities of IYNF.
The six-day long programme was packed and full of workshops
and programme blocks with an aim to fulfil the following objectives in the most practical way possible. The coherent yet diverse
group of participants, all of them greatly motivated, ready and ea66
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ger to learn, taking an active approach towards the whole training course created a sharing environment in every moment of the
training course.

What is so special about InTouch?
I try here to list my observations and personal attachments to
this training course as I really think it is a special one. InTouch has
grown into a very complex yet clear structured training course going from one step to another, guiding participants through the
whole journey into a successful and enjoyable project a youth exchange can be, starting with needs analyses of my target group and
exploring the broader context of international youth work coming
into issues such as group dynamics and conflict management in
the youth exchange, communication with the team on far distance
or safety measures. It constantly aims to find a balance between
technical knowledge of running the youth exchange and coverage
of the soft skills, social and intercultural aspects. The programme
flow follows the experiential cycle.
InTouch is a contribution to IYNF capacity building of the organisation and people actively involved on international level. These individuals give support to local groups and their development and
co-operation at international level.
Special for InTouch 2010 was its venue – the Naturefriends
House Vissershuis in Belgium. Being in Naturefriends houses, in
nice nature surroundings and in place which itself brings a bit of living values of Naturefriends, is a great contribution to training course
dynamics. We feel good being there and a working environment is
always an important aspect in educational activities.
InTouch is done with love and care for people and nature,
through sharing our experiences we believe are worth sharing.
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Follow up
InTouch always creates an enthusiastic learning environment and
opens up a full range of creative possibilities. Therefore several follow up activities have been planned and people got involved.
Let me tackle just a few:
• Meet the freak #6 – main co-ordinator for 2011 is participant of
InTouch,
• Born to be Wild #2 – project will continue and few participants
decided to join the organising team,
• Belgian – Dutch co-operation has been discussed during
InTouch and we are looking forward to hearing more about their
plans soon,
• European Voluntary Service (EVS) – one of the InTouch Polish
participants applied and has been lately selected to spend her
next year as EVS volunteer in IYNF Secretariat in Prague,
• Culture Fusion #2 – youth exchange with youngsters is planned
to be organised again and further developed,
• Networking conference of IYNF – couple of participants will join
us at spring conference,
• Theses on IYNF methodology in trainings – one of the participants got inspired for her theses topic in experiential pedagogic
field,
• Several projects are in stage of cocoons, but we expect to hear
about two to three more youth exchanges soon.

InTouch in numbers
You can’t tight experiences and special moments into statistics,
however few numbers could speak for InTouch.
InTouch took place for the 4th time.

For the 2010 volume we received unbelievable 141 applications from both Naturefriends and non-Naturefriends from all
around Europe. Out of them we selected 19 awesome participants according to gender, geographical balance regarding our
two favourite keys: “as diverse as possible” and “connect & inspire each other”.
15 Handouts were produced to back up the knowledge tackled
in each of the sessions.
Most of the evaluation numbers are around 80 to 98 out of 100,
which is a significant improvement since last year’s volume.
InTouch as IYNF core training module never stops in its development, progress and growth of the number of topics tackled. Therefore the next big upgrade is coming with the 2011 volume. InTouch
will transform into two training courses that will be interconnected.
The first one would focus mainly on the project management part,
the concept of a youth exchange and everything essential the participants need to know for actually designing a project. The second
training would concentrate on the very practical skills for implementing a youth exchange (conflict resolution, financial management, safety measures, etc.). It will not only change the format, but
the name as well to “Get started!”
Let’s stay InTouch, and what’s more, Get started!

InTouch 2010
22–28 November 2010, Naturefriends House Vissershuis,
Oostduinkerke, Belgium,19 participants from Belgium, Czech
Republic, Germany, Hungary, Italy, Poland, Portugal, Romania,
Slovakia, Turkey, trainers: Lucie Frišová and Friedrich Köckert
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Cultural Fusion
First IYNF Networking programme success
Mirjam de Wit
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broaden one’s horizon on one hand, and preparing a theatre play and
performing it at the end of the week, on the other. Of course there
were typical summer camp activities as well: no camp will do without a
spooky tour or heating marshmallows at the campfire.
The camp’s title was ‘Cultural fusion’ and a fusion it was. A special part of the youth exchange were the cultural days during which
the participants showed each other the characteristic things from
their country. We enjoyed very much the funny traditional games
from the Netherlands, the decoration we made for Palm Sunday (in
August! but who cares, it looked great) on Polish day, the wonderful Lithuanian evening (wrapped up with a fire show) and the Italian
quiz (it’s surprising how many questions you can answer with Berlusconi). A daytrip to Utrecht, one of Holland’s major cities, was also
nice and very welcome for a change of environment.
More problematic was the fusion of food. It’s not easy for a whole
week to eat different food than you’re used to! Although we discovered
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It was a big wish of both IYNF and NIVON, a Dutch member organisation, to organise an international summer camp. In 2010
we made it happen!
After several meetings, two Dutch young Naturefriends were sent
to the InTouch seminar in Dresden in autumn 2009 to learn more
about organising a youth exchange project. This opened a whole
new world for us. It was a lot more than the summer camps we are
used to! Intercultural games, teambuilding and last but not least:
grant writing. Our enthusiasm grew bigger. At the seminar we found
others who shared our feelings and were prepared to be partners.
We were ready to start the project!
The plan was to organise an international youth exchange with
teenagers from different European countries, with financial support
from the European Union (Youth in Action programme). In collaboration with IYNF, a project description and grant application was
worked out. We worked hard but no exchange would have taken
place if it wasn’t for the grant from Youth in Action.
Finally the time came to launch the preparations and get to know
our partners from Poland, Lithuania and Italy. It was a busy weekend, full of fun (I’m sure everyone who’s ever done the carpet turning teambuilding game can imagine this) but also serious talking
about the camp. After this weekend the main rules and main programme of the week were settled and we were all looking forward
to seeing each other again.
It was a rainy day in August when the first exhausted participants
arrived at the campsite. In total we were a group of 32 teenagers, aged
13–17, together with 10 leaders. Special attention was paid to children with fewer opportunities. For some of the kids it was the first time
they went so far away without their parents or caretakers. The aim of
the week consisted of two parts: learning from each other’s culture to

some great meals from all countries, sometimes there was soup or
dessert even the leaders had trouble with! At the end of the week
we created a big fusion in a very natural way: we simply combined
all the food that was left and no one complained.
Compared to a ‘normal’ summer camp, the process of forming a
group took a bit longer. Of course there was a language barrier, but
I can say that it was less problematic than expected. Most teenagers
were quite capable of expressing themselves in English; it was more
a matter of daring and getting used to it. The same process took
place with the leaders: it took a while before everyone really got the
system in our working together. For this reason we would recommend a youth exchange for teenagers to be at least ten days.

At the end of the week we had our final performance. What
a show! The talents that our participants showed flabbergasted
both audience and leaders. It was a beautiful end of a very nice
week. During evaluation sessions participants concluded that
they learned to be less shy, to manage new and less comfortable
situations, to recognise Lithuania as a country (our smallest participant had never heard of it), to speak English in front of a group
and to be patient with those who struggle understanding . Hopefully this is a good start in a long series of international youth
exchanges for Naturefriends organisations all over Europe. Both
participants and leaders can’t wait to go again and rumour is that
we might visit Poland this year.
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Meetings in IYNF
Coordinator’s perspective

networking
conference
2010

2010

Marie Venclová

Meetings – one fixed part of IYNF life-cycle that has been part of
the organisation culture for already many years. I got involved in this
field after helping out with organisation of the Extraordinary General
Assembly in Olomouc in December 2008. In the spring of 2009,
I was offered a part-time position as the Meetings Coordinator (MC)
by former IYNF Secretary General Ondřej Pohanka. I have been
performing this job for almost two years now. I have always loved
and enjoyed it and therefore I am pleased to share some of my
views, ideas and experience with you in the following text.
The two crucial meetings in IYNF are the Planning Weekend
(PW) – which takes place in September – and the Networking Conference (NC) formerly known as the Volunteers’ meeting, which
happens in May. Both these meetings are primarily focused on networking and planning of mutual projects and cooperation between
various bodies from within the Young Naturefriends. There is also
the Council part – usually at the end of these meetings – when delegates take decisions upon various issues, such as finances, policies, strategies etc. Biannually there is a special meeting called
General Assembly (GA), when more delegates from each member
organisation take part and new Presidium is elected.
The Council and GA are statutory bodies to IYNF with decision
making power given by voting rights to delegates.
Preparations for a meeting start with a venue. It is usually one
of our members who offer to host the meeting – and also to find
a suitable venue. There are several characteristics of an ideal venue:
good travel access (train lines), close to nature, enough space for
outdoor activities, one bigger meeting room, separated eating area,
plenty of space to arrange Open Space sessions. Once the venue is
found, we usually have someone who provides local support for us.
If not, we go for a feasibility visit to get acquainted with the location.
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Regarding the content of the meeting – there is our beloved Presidium to deal with this issue. Thanks to the possibility of having
Skype meetings, we fine-tune all the preparations together – starting with the programme, practical aspects, material needs, time
schedule, invitation emails and other documents. My responsibilities
include the background production, layout of the materials, admission and communication with the participants and venue and Presidium members who usually dig themselves into a work plan, strategic plan, policies and other content documents.
Invitations for the meetings must be sent well enough in advance
and as part of the documents. After having the documents sent out
to the participants we can finally start with the packing.
We, the Secretariat team in Prague, usually leave for the meeting together – either by car or train. In either case, there is always at
least one car packed with material leaving for the venue.
On the spot, many little things have to be set up and arranged
before the meeting starts. Details of the meals, settings of the meeting spaces and accommodation should be adjusted with the owner
of the venue and decorations with the info-board, the flag and other
promotion materials are hung up.
During the meeting we regularly sit together with the rest of
the preparation team (consisting usually of SG and other Presidium members) in order to ensure smooth flow of the planned programme.
A big part of the meeting is usually run as an Open Space Technology session. It is the kind of facilitation method using the power
of external facilitator/trainer.
During the meeting I usually have time to participate in the
programme, although in case something practical needs to be arranged, I am always ready to do so. This usually means fine-tun-
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ing times and numbers of meals with the venue owner or chefs,
printing materials for The Presidium and for the Council, arranging
means and times of transport for people with individual needs.
Some additional shopping can be also part of these little, ever
popping-up tasks.
Several important things should be secured before the meeting
is over – such as distribution of travel reimbursement forms, filling out the signature lists – in case the project is supported by the
Youth in Action programme and informing participants about their
departure times. When organising a meeting in rather remote location, I sometimes drive some of them by car to the closest train/
bus station.
When participants are gone, we meet once again with those from
the team who are still on the spot, share our immediate impressions
of the meeting and plan the follow-up steps. After that we pack our
material and leave the venue.
After coming to Prague, some things still have to be arranged.
One of them is unpacking of the materials, returning the car and
other appliances (if rented) and preparing, sending and putting online follow-up documents. These usually include the minutes of the
meeting, a book of proceedings from the Open Space, an updated
contact list and others.
The aforementioned summary gives an idea of what the Meetings Coordinator does when it comes to actual meetings. I must admit that although I was a newbie in this role when coming to IYNF, I

always liked this type of organisational work and I think I have learnt
a lot of new skills, discovered many unknown abilities (yes, I really
am able to edit dossiers up until 4am) and most importantly: I enjoyed it all.
Let me now thank to all those I have met on my joyful and exciting path of the past two years, those who laughed with me, guided
me, lit the way or walked it alongside with me. To those who, just
like me, will one day miss the energy and spirits of IYNF meetings.

IYNF meetings and Open Space Technology
Meetings are crucial and elementary part of the recent IYNF aim,
which is to Connect & Inspire. This is the place for planning, developing, discussing and evaluating activities, trainings and other projects. It is not easy to find a facilitation method, which would serve
such a wide and various purposes. Luckily, there is an Open Space
Technology (OST), which was first partly used during the Extraordinary General Assembly in Olomouc in 2008 and has been since
then integral part of IYNF meetings. The methodology has two parts.
The first one resides in offering free time slots for anyone to
propose a topic of his/her interest. Others can than join various
discussion groups. The name Open Space is connected to philosophy of all the sessions. Participants can freely move from one to
another, take time off or spend the whole time at one place.

Second part is called Action Planning and it is further focused
on outlining next steps of various ideas developed during the first
part. Combination of these two parts provides participants with
plenty of time and room to focus both on brainstorming and then
bringing the ideas to reality through planning the immediate actions. Product of each session is a paper with description of what
was happening during the discussions and planning. All the papers are later on scanned and summoned in Book of proceedings,
which is sent to all participants of the OST.
The OST has by practice proven to be a tool excellently fulfilling the needs of participants of IYNF meetings, varying from staff
members, volunteers, representatives of member organisations,
project leaders to Presidium members.
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New International Young Leadership
International Young Naturefriends are young from bottom to top and so is their main
stakeholder and decision making body – The Presidium. Currently The Presidium
consists of five volunteers from different corners of Europe and Secretary General.
Let them introduce their work.

Anna Biba Foldhazi,
25, Hungarian, Vice-president
You have been working with the new Presidium team already for
a few months. What was it like in the beginning and how is it going now?
It was like trying to stage-dive on Bach concert. Maybe not that
dramatic, but certainly weird at the beginning. I started to feel more
and more confident with ‘the old band’, and suddenly they all went
off-stage (except for our dear old president, of course). Suddenly I

Andreia Nascimento,
21, Portuguese, Vice-president
What are the policies The Presidium is currently working on?
Where do these ideas come from?
Maybe I should first explain why IYNF decided to start working
with policies and regulations since a few years ago. The Presidium
wants to govern IYNF efficiently, in a proactive, competent, coherent and transparent way with a responsible attitude. Policies are
written by The Presidium for all aspects and dimensions of the organisation starting from broad values or basic aims to more detailed principles or objectives.
The policies describe the goals, which shall be achieved by the
organisation (the ends) and the means, which shall not be used (the
limitations). They can include indicators of success to assure appropriate monitoring and evaluation of the policy implementation.
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was also one of the experienced old foxes, not the baby eagle who
is just about to try her wings…
I couldn’t jump into the crowd with my freshly gained experience
and confidence, because the music, the style and the composition
changed. First we had to do a lot of adjusting, naturally, exploring
each other’s ways and approaches, but now I have to say it’s getting better and better.
After all, playing a Bach concerto is not so simple, we have to
get accustomed to each other to start performing superbly. We are
getting there, no worries. ;)

The Presidium is currently working on a Human resources policy because we care about the people that work for and in IYNF and
we had the feeling there was a need for clarifying the training and
development, evaluations, secondary benefits etc. Since we are a
Naturefriends organisation we thought it was high time to create an
Environmental policy as well. To describe how we as an organisation
take care of our environment – nature and people – during our day
to day work and activities and to contribute to a better world where
we can. Safety of our staff, volunteers and participants is also an
important issue. Lately we also started to create a Cancelation policy
to avoid drop-outs during activities as they cause not only financial
losses but also empty spaces that could have been used by another
applicant. The ideas come from the needs of the organisation and
our willingness to be more transparent. All policies are currently being finalised by the members of The Presidium and will be presented
during the Networking Conference in May 2011 in Germany.

Max Hirschel,
22, Dutch, Vice-president
What was the motivation to become a member of IYNF Presidium? What are the responsibilities and advantages?
I was present at the GA in April 2010 as a representative of
IYNF’s Dutch member organisation Nivon. The stimulating IYNF

Klara Maeve O’Really,
23, German-Irish, Vice-president
How often does The Presidium meet? What methods do you use
to work efficiently and yet enjoy the time together?
Up until now our new Presidium have met three times, excluding
the Planning Weekend. Generally we try to meet less often during
the year, and then spend a couple of days together. Between the
meetings we communicate via Skype and email (quelle surprise…),

Friedrich Köckert,
27, German, President
What are some of the Presidium’s plans and priorities for the
coming months?
In the next months I see a couple of priorities: The first is to prepare and run the Networking Conference at the end of May. It’s the
key networking activity of IYNF. We want to run it even longer and
bigger than before and address more activity preparation teams to

Martijn van den Berg,
28, Dutch, Secretary General
New SG, new Presidium – both happened at the same time last year.
How did the communication go at your first meetings? What benefits does good cooperation between SG and The Presidium bring?
In some cases it is better when changes like this happen at the
same time. Everyone is in a similar situation and you can help
and support each other. On the other hand with Friedrich and

environment and the fact The Presidium was looking to hire a new
member made me decide to join in. The responsibilities mainly include investing time and thinking things over. The advantages of
being in this Presidium are that I get to work with some very bright
minds, travel through Europe and meet Naturefriends from different
countries.

so that when we meet we can dive into the issues and questions at
once. Most of the time our agenda looks beautiful and reasonable
at the beginning of each meeting and then slowly transforms into
a time-eating monster (usually from the second day onwards…).
Luckily, however, we all have magical powers and by the end of
the meeting the monster is tamed. As a counterbalance and for
the overall well-being we try to find venues close to nature and go
walking, swimming or explore the regional food but of course we
ONLY talk about IYNF…

support short-, mid- and long-term networking. We are happy to
have an awesome venue directly at the lake Konstanz and the support of Young Naturefriends Baden to make it a great event.
Secondly there are some relevant meetings of our two main umbrella organisations where I think it makes sense to actively participate: there is the Presidents Conference and the Congress of NFI
as well as the Council of Members meeting of the European Youth
Forum. I think we should definitely check that out.

Biba we had two experienced board members that stayed. The
communication and preparations went well, even though it became visible that some things could be improved. A good cooperation between SG and The Presidium is so important because
together we are the leadership of the organisation. The board is
there to create a vision, set the goals and strategy for the next
years. I give my opinion and input for that and come with a reality
check. In IYNF we are often very ambitious and enthusiastic, but
not always realistic.
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Welcome to International
Naturefriends Houses!
Judith Michaeler

Here’s what International Naturefriends Houses
have to offer…
Hiking, biking, nature exploration, regional specialties, a relaxing atmosphere, unforgettable moments – and a warm welcome!
The International Naturefriends Houses are situated in different
countries and regions and at different altitudes – you will find everything from seaside and lakeshore hotels to seminar hotels in varied
cultural landscapes and huts in high mountain ranges.
Under the headings of nature, culture and sports, each house offers its very own programmes for all age groups. Sports enthusiasts
can choose from a range of activities extending from water sports to
climbing courses to mountain hiking. People seeking peace and rest
can explore the region on foot or by bicycle, explore the walking paths
in the vicinity of the houses or simply enjoy real peace and tranquility
of natural surroundings. In a nutshell, the houses offer nature discovery to children, youngsters, families and everyone else who is seeking
to learn about the beauties and characteristics of our environment.
Several International Naturefriends Houses have been set up as
seminar centres, offering premises and technical equipment required
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for workshops and other events, and occasionally organising their
own seminars on a variety of topics (e.g. environmental education).
What are the defining features distinguishing International Naturefriends Houses from Naturefriends Houses?
International Naturefriends Houses offer vacation packages at
socially acceptable prices and provide guest liaison services and
support in several languages for international visitors. Specially
trained staff members inform holidaymakers about natural and cultural sights in the region and offer advice on holiday activities.
Since nature conservation is one of the key concerns of International Naturefriends Houses, those in charge are fully committed to sustainable management. They buy regional products and
facilitate access trips by public transport (shuttle service from the
nearest railway station or bus stop and/or local luggage transfer, if
requested by guests who book vacation packages).
For more information on International Naturefriends Houses
please access www.naturefriendshouses.net and www.nf-int.org.
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There are more than 1000 Naturefriends Houses around the world
offering a wide range of accommodation and services from selfcatering huts to Naturefriends hotels, from beachside houses to refuges in high mountain resorts, from seasonally catered houses to
year round destinations.
International Naturefriends Houses are representatives of this diversity and as a special added service they offer travel packages as
well as guest liaison service and support in several languages. These
houses are vibrant meeting points welcoming all visitors who wish
to commune with nature, to take in culture or just to laze around.

Einbruch ins Paradies
Droht dem Naturschutzgebiet Warscheneck das Ende?

Das Natur- und Landschaftsschutzgebiet Warscheneck gehört zum
toten Gebirge und gehört zu den landschaftlich schönsten Teilen
der oberösterreichischen Kalkalpen. Der Kalkalpenweitwanderweg
führt hier durch und viele Bergwanderer und Skitourengeher erfreuen sich jährlich an der prachtvollen Gebirgskulisse.
Das 4.925 Hektar große Naturschutzgebiet soll laut Nationalparkgesetz einmal Teil des Nationalpark Kalkalpen werden. Es weist sehr
unterschiedliche Lebensraumtypen wie unerschlossene LärchenZirbenwälder, alpine Rasengesellschaften, Hochstaudenfluren oder
großflächige Latschenbuschwälder auf. Geprägt durch seine Kare,
Karstseen und Groß-Karstquellen stellt das Warscheneckgebiet eine
der herausragenden Karstlandschaften Österreichs dar.
Doch der wuchtige Kalkstock liegt zwischen den Skigebieten
Hinterstoder-Höß und Wurzeralm. Bedenkenlos wollen nun Skiliftbetreiber und lokale Bürgermeister eine enorm naturzerstörende
und ökonomisch sinnlose Skischaukel in die Landschaft sprengen.
Für den Großteil der Investitionen soll der Steuerzahler aufkommen,
der für den Fall eines wirtschaftlichen Absturzes auch noch für die
Betriebsabgänge aufkommen muss. Dieses Szenario ist wahrscheinlich, weil das windanfällige Skigebiet, das zwischen 600 und 2.000
Höhenmetern liegt, fast immer beschneit werden muss. Immer
mehr engagierte Bürger erheben sich gegen das Seilbahn- und Pistenprojekt und kämpfen für ihre unversehrte Heimat, auch weil sie
darin ein größeres touristisches Potential sehen.

Heimat für seltene und gefährdete Tiere und Pflanzen
Zahlreiche gefährdete Arten haben im Naturschutzgebiet Warscheneck eine Heimat. Steinadler, Wanderfalke, Auer-, Birk-, Haselund Alpenschneehuhn, Dreizehen- und Weißrückenspecht oder der
kleine Sperlingskauz, dessen Gesang an Spätwinter- und Frühlings-
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Flugaufnahme vom Warscheneckmassiv (aerial view of the warscheck massif)

tagen durch die Wälder hallt, sind hier regelmäßig zu sehen. Gams-,
Reh- und Rotwild sind vorhanden, und vom Luchs findet man gelegentlich Anhaltspunkte für sein Vorhandensein. Mit Besonderheiten
wartet auch die Pflanzenwelt auf. Man findet die prächtige orangefarbene Feuerlilie, den Kalk-Glocken-Enzian, den Türkenbund, die
Akelei oder den Frauenschuh, eine EU-weit geschützte Orchidee. Bedingt durch die verschiedensten Lebensräume konnte eine hohe Artenzahl an Schmetterlingen und Käfern nachgewiesen werden.
Nähere Informationen: www.warscheneck.at
The nature and landscape conservation area Warscheneck in the
Upper Austrian Limestone Alps is threatened by plans from ski
lift owners and local mayors to build a ski resort. More and more
people now rise against this project in order to protect an area
that is home to numerous rare and endangered species.
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We need to think and act globally
Interview with Manfred Pils, NFI President
Christian Wagner

all photos: Manfred Pils archive

Most of my friends have become members of this organisation and
I joined it as well.

What do you see as the fundamental values of Naturefriends
The fundamental values of Naturefriends are from the beginning, equal rights and equal opportunities for all men regardless
of colour, faith or nationality as well as solidarity and respect for
people and nature. For us it has always been clear that we need
to think and act globally. This spirit is valid and lively, although we
don’t always promote it ourselves.
Were you a member of Naturefriends in your youth? How did you
join the organisation?
Since the age of fourteen, I have been going rock-climbing with
my friends in the surroundings of Vienna. We go to places like
“Mitzi Langer Wand”, the “Peilstein” or the Rax/Schneeberg region.
During weekends we use Naturefriends houses for overnight stays.
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What is your history within Naturefriends?
When I was 18 I attended a training course at the Naturefriends mountaineering school “Glockner-Kaprun” in the region of
Kaprun/Mooserboden where I met Fritz Moravec. Fritz was an experienced Himalaya mountaineer and the first man on the 8034m
high Gasherbrum II. He convinced me to attend further training
courses in order to become an instructor at his school. During
my studies of Sociology and Computer Sciences at the University of Vienna I worked at the “Hochgebirgsschule” (Mountaineering school) in the summertime. Then in 1981, I started working in
the Austrian Naturefriends organisation, taking responsibility of
public relations and several projects. I was the editor of the Austrian Naturefriends magazine and wrote a book on occasion of
the centenary of this organisation in 1995. In 1992 I received an
offer to become Secretary General of the international Naturefriends organisation (NFI). I had the honour to work for NFI until 2003. In 2008, the former president of NFI Herbert Brückner
wanted to retire and I was elected his successor at the NFI congress in Liberec.
What do you consider to be your role as President of the international Naturefriends movement? What are your assignments?
On top of my duties as the chair of different bodies of the NFI,
like the board or the presidents conference, and the close cooperation with the Secretary General, I see my role in the organisation
being threefold: intensifying the links between the member organisations and the NFI, facilitating the discussion for common posi-

tions and joint projects and representing the NFI together with the
Secretary General of the organisation in external bodies like the
European Commission, the United Nations etc.
The NFI is an organisation with a global network. What opportunities and challenges do you see in this regard?
The main challenge is the ongoing destruction of social and
healthy living conditions via man made globalisation giving dominance to capital over people’s lives. This is accompanied by an increasing loss of political consciousness such that people no longer
understand how to change and influence their environment and an
increasing loss of solidarity among people which feeds the spirits
of xenophobic or religious totalitarianism. The global financial crisis
and the natural disasters coming with climate change are the most

important events that have shown that we need more international
understanding and more common action and regulation on an international level in order to fight the problems instead of turning
away from them.
What social changes would be necessary in order to boost conservation?
There are a lot of reasons for the degradation of natural
habitats. For example, uncontrolled economic markets, which
lead both to the overuse of land, sea and atmosphere, and increased poverty as well. This circumstance is the primary reason
why people cannot afford a sustainable lifestyle. So we have to
change the system of economy and develop a system for sustainable growth.
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Looking back at 2010, what were the most important Naturefriends activities and what highlights do you expect for 2011?
In 2010, we launched the new Landscape of the Year 2010/11
Aggtelek Karst – Slovak Karst and we also opened numerous Natura Trails especially in Austria and Germany. A major focus of our
work was dealing with migration and climate change and we were
able to finalise a position paper which is expected to be approved
at the next congress. In the course of the International Year of Biodiversity 2010 we had two events, one in Stuttgart and one in Salzburg. Many Naturfriends took action against nuclear power production and NFI supported this by an international press release. We
also took part in consultations with the European Union concerning
the territorial dimension of the Union’s development and the issue of
Transeuropean Networks. At the end of the year we published the
results of the international Photo Championship ‘Countdown 2010 –
Biodiversity’ with contributions from 20 countries.
The focus for 2011 is the continuation of the Landscape of the
Year 2010/11 and the development of a new environmental campaign following the Natura Trails campaign. The integration of the
respect label into the work of the NFI will lead to a new project
dealing with climate change and poverty, which is a direct followup of our migration campaign. In 2011, our international Congress
in Graz will take place and give shape to our work for the coming
three years.
What will be the future challenges for Naturefriends and how do
you see further development of the movement?
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The current member organisations have different needs within the
international organisation. There is a need for an organisation which
builds a bridge between social and ecological interests and which acts
internationally. The integration of African members has widened our
angle and opened the agenda in the direction of international solidarity and fair development. For the next Congress I would like to develop
together with all member organisations a clear mandate for the NFI
which is supported by all and where NFI contributes positively to the
development of the organisation – e.g. by integrating new members,
shaping the image of Naturefriends via common political positions or
contributing to capacity-building via common international projects
like “Landscape of the Year”, “Natura Trails” and others.
How do you see the role of youth organisations within the Naturefriends movement?
Young people always have their own culture and ideas. Their
opinions and views on certain themes concerning the Naturefriends
may from time to time differ from the ones of the “mainstream” organisation. It is very important to see these differences as an opportunity and not as a problem. We should remind ourselves of
that from time to time. It it exactly this kind of variety and exchange
that lets us grow intellectually and culturally as movement. With
IYNF, the youth organisations have a strong umbrella organisation
firmly embedded in the committees and the work of NFI. They ensure that the exchange is lively and flows in both directions. I want
to take this occasion to thank all the staff, the volunteers and everyone else at IYNF who helps to keep this great work running.

Pour une concrétisation de la solidarité
internationale
Interview avec Michèle Davieau, Vice-présidente de l’IAN
Christian Wagner

Au sein du Comité de direction de l’IAN tu encadres les relations
avec l’Afrique. Quel est ton rapport personnel à l’Afrique ?
Dès l’arrivée de groupes africains au sein de l’IAN, j’ai eu envie
d’aller les voir dans leur pays, car je pense qu’on ne peut vraiment
connaître un partenaire qu’en allant à sa rencontre, afin de mieux
appréhender les problèmes rencontrés du fait d’un environnement
particulièrement menacé, d’une situation de grande pauvreté et
d’un manque évident de moyens. J’ai été frappée par leur détermination à agir, leur engagement à rechercher des solutions et à éduquer les jeunes en ce sens. Au fil de mes voyages, je me suis fait de
véritables amis et je suis chaque fois étonnée de la sincérité de leur
attachement à mon égard. Ils apprécient la confiance que j’ai mise
en eux, l’énergie avec laquelle j’ai défendu leur cause. De leur côté,
ils me font entièrement confiance, ce qui est une grande joie pour
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Est-ce que tu étais déjà Amie de la Nature quand tu étais jeune ?
Comment as-tu découvert le mouvement des Amis de la Nature ?
Je suis entrée aux Amis de la Nature à l’âge de 26 ans. Mon
mari avait un collègue de travail qui était membre de la section de
Nantes et qui lui en parlait souvent. Il nous avait convaincus de
participer à une activité. L’ambiance conviviale nous a plu et nous
avons décidé d’adhérer à l’association. Au début, nous étions seulement intéressés par le programme proposé. Mais, au fil des jours,
nous avons eu envie de nous investir un peu plus. J’ai occupé assez
longtemps le poste de secrétaire de ma section, puis j’en suis devenue présidente. M’exprimant facilement, j’ai été de nombreuses
fois déléguée au congrès national de la Fédération Française. Mes
interventions ont attiré l’attention du président national de l’époque
qui m’a sollicitée pour postuler à ce comité et c’est à partir de là
que j’ai découvert la dimension internationale du mouvement

moi, mais aussi une lourde responsabilité morale. J’essaie d’être à
leur écoute et d’être disponible
Est-ce que tu peux décrire ton travail ? Comment se déroule ta
coopération avec les organisations africaines d’Amis de la
Nature ?
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Lorsqu’une demande de partenariat me parvient ou m’est transmise par l’IAN, s’engage d’abord une relation écrite de plusieurs
mois. Devenir « partenaires » suppose une connaissance mutuelle. Je
leur présente les Amis de la Nature, l’IAN, nos actions. De leur côté,
ils m’expliquent leurs objectifs, leurs activités, leurs attentes. Je dois
impérativement voir leurs statuts et, ils doivent accepter les nôtres.
Ce n’est que lorsque je suis en mesure d’estimer que leur candidature mérite notre attention que je la présente au Comité de Direction
de l’IAN. Mais il est ensuite indispensable de maintenir le lien avec
eux. Je leur fais adresser la revue des AN Français et je les fais collaborer aux « dossiers » de cette revue, comme ce fut le cas pour les
conséquences des changements climatiques, ainsi que pour les problèmes liés à l’eau. Ils sont enfin mes correspondants sur place pour
mener à bien les actions « solidaires » que j’essaie d’initier.
Depuis quand y-a-t-il des Amis de la Nature en Afrique et quelles
sont les origines des contacts avec eux ?
C’est au Sénégal que l’association est la plus ancienne
puisqu’elle a été créée en décembre 1983 et portait déjà son nom
actuel. Apprenant qu’une organisation similaire existait en France,
Mamadou Diallo, secrétaire général de l’ASAN est entré en contact
avec moi en 1995. C’est le premier partenaire que j’ai présenté à
l’IAN. Nous les avons rencontrés au congrès international de Sévrier en 1996. Ils sont tout naturellement devenus notre première
Fédération africaine. Pour le Togo, le processus a été un peu plus
long, car 3 ou 4 associations de la même ville postulaient au partenariat. Après trois années d’échanges et de discussions, j’ai fini par
obtenir la mise en place d’une coordination qui a débouché sur un
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partenariat en 2002. Ils sont membres associés depuis 2008. Sont
ensuite devenus partenaires l’association NAVET au Burkina Faso,
AADIB au Mali, Save Africa au Cameroun, sans oublier Tiwizi au
Maroc et ATLED en Algérie.
Comment les organisations AN d’Afrique se développent-elles et
quels sont leurs domaines de travail, les sujets abordés par eux ?
C’est avant tout à travers les actions qu’elles mènent dans leurs
pays que les organisations africaines se font connaître. Un certain
nombre de leurs responsables émanant du milieu enseignant, ils ont
mobilisé, en faveur de la défense de l’environnement, les jeunes lycéens et étudiants, ce qui explique la création de cellules d’amis de la
nature au sein des établissements scolaires et universitaires. En mettant en place une éducation environnementale dans les villages, ils
sont parfois parvenus à y implanter des sections locales. Si les projets de reboisement, de lutte contre la désertification, de protection de
la biodiversité, de sensibilisation des populations à la protection de la
nature, sont les principaux supports de leurs activités, selon les pays
s’y ajoutent d’autres actions éducatives, dans le domaine de l’hygiène
et de la santé par exemple, ou encore par le soutien scolaire, l’alphabétisation des femmes, la promotion d’une culture de non-violence.
D’autres se penchent davantage sur l’aide au développement rural
par une initiation à des pratiques agricoles plus écologiques et plus
efficaces et à une meilleure utilisation des ressources naturelles.
Cette année une rencontre du Réseau des AN africains a eu lieu
à Ouagadougou. Pourquoi cette rencontre et quels en étaient les
objectifs ?

A l’image des Fédérations européennes, qui travaillent souvent sur des projets communs, les organisations africaines ont
éprouvé le besoin de se constituer en réseau, ce qui permet aux
plus anciennes de partager leur expérience et aux nouvelles de
sortir de leur isolement et d’avoir une ouverture sur le caractère
transfrontalier du mouvement. La 1ère réunion du RAFAN (Réseau
africain des Amis de la Nature) s’était tenue à Dakar en 2008. La
seconde a eu lieu en août 2010 à Ouagadougou. Trois thèmes
de travail avaient été retenus : 1- la vulnérabilité des populations
africaines face aux changements climatiques ; 2- l’éducation aux
changements des comportements personnels à travers le cas pratique de la gestion des déchets ; 3- l’importance et le rôle du jardin scolaire dans l’éducation environnementale en Afrique. Deux
délégués du Ministère de l’environnement ont aidé à l’animation
des débats.
Comment se présente la collaboration entre les AN d’Europe et
d’Afrique, quels projets sont actuellement en cours, qu’est-ce que
tu penses de ces projets ?
Outre le soutien conséquent apporté par l’IAN (Maison AN
de Mbao au Sénégal, Chantiers « Plantons des arbres-Sauvons
nos rivières » au Togo), des collaborations entre Fédérations européennes et africaines se sont mises en place, notamment par
l’intermédiaire des personnes ayant participé aux voyages organisés en Afrique. Pour soutenir l’action des amis africains sur le plan
scolaire, ou en matièred’hygiène, de développement rural, les AN
français sont intervenus au Sénégal pour l’édification d’une case
de santé à Dar Salam, l’agrandissement de l’école à Noflaye ; au
Togo pour la réalisation d’une école à Bémé Toussi ; au Burkina
Faso pour l’acquisition de moulins à mil et le soutien au maraîchage dans les villages du Yatenga. Des sections AN allemandes
ont financé des acquisitions de mobilier à Mbao. La section de
Brême travaille actuellement sur un projet de jumelage avec Case
Togo. Les Fédérations allemande et française ont accueilli des
groupes d’AN sénégalais dans leurs maisons. De telles actions sont
à encourager et développer car c’est la concrétisation de la solidarité internationale que nous prônons.
Quels seraient tes souhaits pour l’avenir de cette collaboration ?
Nous savons que cette collaboration porte ses fruits, non seulement par l’aide tangible qu’elle représente, mais aussi par l’image

qu’elle donne des Amis de la Nature dans les pays concernés.
C’est un atout majeur pour leur développement (Case Togo est
passée en 6 ans de 300 à 2000 adhérents !). Nos partenaires y
gagnent un caractère beaucoup plus représentatif auprès des administrations de leurs pays. Leur moyenne d’âge est moins élevée
que celle des AN européens. Leur prise de conscience des problèmes à traiter est plus récente que la nôtre, mais leur motivation
est grande. Il est important qu’ils aient un interlocuteur privilégié
auprès de l’IAN. Il est nécessaire que chaque Fédération s’intéresse à notre politique africaine. La réalisation d’un document
audio-visuel pourrait y aider. En ce qui me concerne, je continuerai
de les aider aussi longtemps que possible .

Michèle Davieau is – in the framework of her work within
the NFI board – responsible for the relations to Africa. Together
with the French Naturefriends Michèle plays an important part
in maintaining the good contacts to West Africa, where under
the aegis of the Naturefriends Senegal (ASAN – Association Sénégalaise des Amis de la Nature) and Naturefriends Togo (CASE
TOGO – Amis de la Nature) a network of African Naturefriends
organisations has been established. In 2010, a meeting of this
network took place at Ouagadougou (Burkina Faso) in which
Michèle represented NFI.
Michèle is a member of the Naturefriends since the age
of 26. For many years she was head of the Naturefriends
branch in Nantes before she became President of the Naturefriends France. Since 1999 she has been Vice-President on the
NFI board.
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Seeing it grow and evolve in someone else
Interview with Ellen Frank
Anna Swetnik
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came to Kosovo in 2003 as a volunteer in organising the first
cross-border trek between Kosovo, Montenegro, and Albania. The
goal was to see if ecotourism was a viable alternative for sustainable development in the region. During that same summer I also
founded the Kosovo-based NGO that I now work for – Environmentally Responsible Action (ERA) group. After that summer I just
kept coming back to Kosovo whenever I had a holiday from university and then work, until I decided that I should save the money
that I was spending on all those plane tickets and just move to Kosovo rather than travelling back and forth. So that is what I did in
the summer of 2007, and I have been in Kosovo ever since. Pretty
much Kosovo has stolen my heart, and now I am married to a Kosovo citizen and my son was born in Kosovo this past July.

Ellen, could you tell us something about yourself? You have an interesting story of moving from United States to…?
Kosovo! Most people are surprised to learn that I moved from
the United States to Kosovo. I was only 20 years old when I first
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How did you get to know about IYNF? When was it?
I first heard of IYNF through the SALTO youth distribution list. It
was 2008, and I read about a seminar that IYNF was organising
called “X-perience”, and I knew that I had to participate. That seminar took place at Hrubá Skála at the same time as the Mountaineering and Outdoor Sports Conference. I was so excited to meet others
working and interested in the fields of outdoor education and experiential learning, because I lacked that sort of network after moving
from the USA to Kosovo. After that seminar I was hooked on IYNF.
Before you came to this year’s IYNF activities as a trainer, you
had also took part in training as a participant. What was that like?
Did this experience have any influence on you as a trainer?
In addition to the seminar X-perience in 2008, I also took part
in the Long Term Training Course X-perience in 2009. That training
course certainly influenced me as a trainer, because it was during

that training that I finally started to make the connections between
my previous work as an outdoor educator in the USA to the current
work that is being done in Europe. Up until that point I had always
separated the experiences in my mind, but it was during that training that I found the links and connections.
In 2010 you were a trainer leading the Get Green Campaigning and
then Green Games seminars. Could you tell us your memories from
these two activities? What were the highlights of each of them?
As always my memories are heavily influenced by place. As an
outdoor educator, I have always found “sense of place” an integral part of every course. Thus even in my personal reflections, the
place usually features prominently in my memories. However, there
is a difference between the place being only a backdrop for the
activities, as in a nice Tyrolean postcard view from the Get Green
Campaigning, versus the place coming alive and being a core part
of the activities in themselves, such as Green Games in Klosterdorf.
One of the highlights for me from Get Green Campaigning was the
campaigning role play. I remember in the first 15 minutes after giving everyone their roles, the participants disappeared into the hostel. As Jochen (the other trainer) and I were thinking that perhaps
that activity was a flop and everyone went to drink coffee, there
was a parade of participants coming from the hostel in all sorts of
make-shift costumes and characters – everything from a rogue
Eco-terrorist to an energetic Eco-campaigner. During Green
Games, one of the highlights for me was playing games in the forest and just enjoying full days outside. I have to say that the village
of Klosterdorf is very near and dear to my heart.
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Was there any peculiar difference between them?
A peculiar difference? Well certainly Get Green Campaigning
was more information and theory heavy as a training course, while
Green Games was by nature a training course full of games! As far
as a peculiar difference, the peculiarity was probably that travel to
the Get Green Campaigning course was impacted by the eruption
of the volcano in Iceland.
You worked with different trainers each time. How important is
the communication and cooperation with another person in the
same position? Is it teamwork or two individuals trying to interfere but without getting into each other’s way?

Communication and cooperation is extremely important to me.
I truly believe that most challenges that could arise originate from a
lack of communication. I like to think of it as teamwork, rather than two
individuals working parallel in the same time and space without actual
teamwork. I think a lack of teamwork among trainers affects the dynamic of the group. It is always nice to work with someone who complements me (not compliments! But that is nice too). I think it enriches
the training course to have trainers with different leadership styles,
however good communication is a must to succeed as a training team.
Many people are interested in the work of trainers who facilitate the seminars, workshops etc. Could you maybe reveal some
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IYNF is now having its first meeting of interested trainers, with
the aim to establish the IYNF Trainers’ Network. What do you
think about it?
I think it’s a great idea! And hats off to Friedrich (current IYNF
President) for keeping this going and pushing it to make it happen.
It is nice to have watched something that started as an open space
topic in the X-perience training course becoming a reality. I am just
sad that I was not able to attend the Trainers’ Network Meeting that
occurred in the beginning of year 2011. But I am looking forward to
getting the update and next steps! Now I am just waiting for Friedrich
to plan the next IYNF Trainers’ Network meeting in Kosovo! Haha
What do you like most about being a trainer? Are there some
kinds of activities you like best?
I like being excited and enthusiastic about a topic or activity, and
then seeing it grow and evolve in someone else. I like that even as
a trainer, I am continually learning with the participants and getting new ideas that wouldn’t have sprouted without the group.
I definitely prefer outdoor activities, and activities evolved around
games. Perhaps that is why Green Games was one of my favourite training concepts. I also really appreciate the Czech Outward
Bound and Vacation School Lipnice models with highly complex
games that take tons of preparation, but are a blast to implement
with a group, and even more fun to participate in. On the other
side, I also like games and activities that provide some opportunity to reflect on real life situations and provide insight or a starting
point for group discussions.
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Non formal and experiential educations is getting more and more
attention and many people are becoming enthusiastic about using
the possibilities they give. Would you have any advice for beginners within the field of training that uses these methods?
The best advice is to keep an open mind, especially if it is a new
methodology for a beginner. It is definitely beneficial and even necessary, to have participated in something similar before trying to
lead it yourself. I am lucky to have grown-up and been educated in
a system that values non-formal and experiential education. However, for many of my colleagues in Kosovo, they grew up in a different system so it is more difficult to jump into these methodologies.
This is why I particularly liked the structure and flow of the LTTC
X-perience, because so much of the first training course was about
actually experiencing the activities yourself before trying to lead
them. I think the best advice for beginners is to enjoy experiencing
it for yourself first.
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details from the back stage of a trainer’s role? What is it like to
prepare the session from the beginning and then watch the reaction of the group? Is there anything special about the flow of the
whole preparation and execution of this long process?
As for the backstage secrets, for me it is always equal amounts
preparation as well as ability to be able to read and be in tune with
the group. Thus there is only so much that you can prepare for
without compromising your ability to be able to change gears to
meet the needs and expectations of the participants. For me it’s all
about having a structured flexibility. It’s important to be well-prepared and to have a concept flow for the training course, but at the
same time to have 360 degree vision about reading the group and
be able to adapt and change the programme if necessary.

Ellen Frank, 28, born in USA, long-term resident of Kosovo.
Since 2008 she has been involved in IYNF both, as participant
and trainer. She ran the Get Green Campaigning and Green
Games trainings in 2010. She established and is running a local
environmental organisation, Environmentally Responsible Action
(ERA) group - in Kosovo. She is working there with locals on environmental, outdoor and experiential education and spreading
her experiences and ideas around the country, which is facing
the new future. She is currently establishing the first Sustainable
Mountains Education Center in the region. Ellen is a new mother
of the very Young Naturefriend Lekë.

Long, long time ago in Germany…
Interview with Ansgar Drücker (NFJD), who will forever stay
a Young Naturefriend.
Anna Swetnik

We usually start an interview with a brief introduction of the person but in your case it seems completely unnecessary since you
have been a member of the German Young Naturefriends (NFJD)
for a very long time. How long, exactly? And how long have you
been their Secretary General and representative in IYNF meetings?
Thanks for your kind introduction. In fact, I have been working at the office of German Young Naturefriends for 17 years now.
I was appointed Secretary General in 2003 replacing Pia Kemen
who took maternity leave. About a year later, she returned for a
part time job and we worked together. I very much enjoyed this special version of teamwork and when she left for a new job a couple
of years later, I decided to take over the full responsibility of Secretary General.
I had already participated in my first IYNF meeting in the mid
1990s and over the last six years I have been the person responsible to represent German Young Nature Friends vis-à-vis the IYNF
meetings.
How did it all start for you? Do you recall what exactly it was that
opened this chapter of your life?
In those old times it used to be common to look in the newspapers for new jobs. And one day I discovered this great job in DIE
ZEIT. Choosing from three different jobs, I decided to continue with
youth work that I had been doing already for many years on a voluntary basis and with a part time job during the final part of my
studies of geography.
Our organisation has been through many changes over those
years. How was it to experience all of these transformations and
to be a part of some important moments?

One of the most important moments was in 1997 when we
unified the children’s and youth organisations of German Young
Nature Friends in Erfurt. This was – by the way – the first statutory meeting of NFJD ever using the beamer glass to visualise the
changes of the statutes.
Concerning IYNF, I had to get used to very different working
styles and strategic policies throughout the years. But I always liked
the style of involving young people as individuals – sometimes I
missed the structural aspects of the work as IYNF should be more
than a bunch of friends…
How did your career evolve? Can you describe it in a few sentences?
From the age of 15 I worked as a volunteer in two youth organisations in my village near Muenster (Westphalia). I decided to
study in Muenster to be able to continue with youth work on local,
regional and eventually also on national level. After the German
reunification, I got the offer to contribute to the establishment of
plural youth work structures in Erfurt (Thuringia). For almost three
years I was travelling from West to East and East to West every
week during those exciting times without mobile phones, with slow
trains and a lot of new ideas and old structures, new structures and
old ideas and everything in between. This time was a great training
for me – and I still love Erfurt – and it was a good preparation for
my job at NFJD. I became a Naturefriend only when I started in the
office at 1 September 1993…
And now I am starting my new job as Secretary General of IDA e.V
(www.idaev.de) which I took over 1 January 2011 in Düsseldorf. IDA is
a Centre for information and documentation of action against racism
founded by German youth organisations 20 years ago.
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In addition to board members of youth organisations including
German Sports Youth, there are representatives of four different
party-political youth organisations in my new board. So it will be an
exciting job for sure…
What highlights of this whole period come to your mind first?
My “everlasting” highlight was the great chance to cooperate
closely with fascinating volunteers on all levels. I have to admit that
I didn’t treat them equally ;-) as some of them became my friends
which may be considered unprofessional in German youth work.
Je ne regrette rien.
Another highlight was the chance of additional learning in every
single year, be it at conferences, seminars, even at statutory meetings (with or without open spaces ;-)), by reading interesting books
and articles I otherwise would have never read or just in long conversations with other people involved in youth work.
There is a saying that familiarity breeds contempt. It has a strong
meaning. I don’t suppose it got to this extent in your case, but still,
in such a long time there must have been some difficult moments,
obstacles to overcome, problems to solve. Did you ever become
less enthusiastic about the things which were happening and influencing the future of organisation in a way you didn’t appreciate?
You might assume that routine kills creativity and friendship kills
hard work. And often it would have been easier to be nice to people
instead of doing my work or to just follow routines instead of developing new ideas or projects. But volunteers are often changing
and routine is boring in the end. So I wouldn’t have made it for 17
years without many new ideas and changes. On the other hand Kai
said in his farewell-speech for me that new proposals could hardly
be realised against my will in case I was opposing. Maybe this happened not very often. But in case it happened it may have restricted
some alternative possible developments of our organisation.
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Ansgar Drücker has been working for German Young Naturefriends for 17 years (from 2003 until the end of 2010 as
Secretary General) and has been involved with IYNF for many,
many years.
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Are you going to stay somehow involved even though you are
leaving your position?
Yes, I will remain Naturefriend and I will for example chair the
congress of German Naturefriends in March in Hanover. I will stay
in contact with NFJD also in my new job. And I’m quite sure that
some relations based on good cooperation and friendship over
many years will remain.
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How would you encourage somebody who knows nothing about
NFJD or IYNF in general to get interested in what it is, what we
are doing?
You can discover a great and varied organisation easy to get in
and hard to get out once you get identified. It’s not a uniform organisation, so you can remain yourself and become a member with
all parts of your personality.
Naturefriends is not only about sports or not only about pedagogies or not only about making friends but it covers almost all parts
of your life – if you like. Or you just choose from the offers suitable
for you and become a volunteer in a certain field. Anyway: Naturefriends make it easy to take over responsibility and to learn a lot.

What would be your good-bye message to all of us, your colleagues, friends and members of the same network?
I always appreciated the cordial atmosphere at IYNF-activities, even at the statutory meetings. It was so easy to make
friends at IYNF – even when I reached a more and more tragic
age. The most important challenge for the future is to make
sure that more and more people become involved in our youth
work and finally become members of our organisation. In my
eyes the structural development of IYNF is based on groups of
members, not just on individuals who happen to cooperate with
each other.
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Outlook 2011
Martijn van den Berg, Florian Rosenberg

The Yearbook 2010 is all about what great happened to and was
created by Naturefriends in year 2010. In the book, we are not only
looking over our shoulders but also taking a brief look into what is
coming in 2011 when you and your organisation are kindly invited
to join in or help.
We are truly looking forward to it. What about you?

IYNF
The main focus for 2011 will be to give a follow-up on what we started
some time ago: the networking. This will be done by hiring a new Networking Coordinator, developing the Networking support package – a
set of useful documents and tools to make the work of our members
and partners easier- as well as by organising the Networking Conference 24–29 May in Baden, Germany.
In 2011, the plan is also to organise many of our more or less
regular activities. Our latest offer of trainings, seminars, workshops and youth exchanges can always be found on our website:
www.iynf.org
We will keep our members, partners and volunteers updated by
sharing IYNF’s and your activities and offers via our digital newsletters, the bi-weekly Courier and the monthly Calendar. Another option to publish your contributions is via the paper magazine Tube
that comes out four times a year. Don’t hesitate to send an email
to iynf@iynf.org. We are always happy to receive your input and
feedback.
On the European level we will keep representing the interest of our
members and partners at meetings of NFI and the European Youth Forum. The main focus here and in our organisation throughout the year
will be connected to the European year of Volunteering 2011.

More detailed plans and focal points can be found in our Workplan 2011 and the Strategic plan 2011–2013 which you can download from our website www.iynf.org.

NFI
2011 will be an interesting year for NFI with some big highlights already looming. Since the following preview can only provide a short
overview on what is going to keep us busy this year, we invite you
to subscribe to our tri-lingual, monthly newsletter via our website
(www.nf-int.org) to stay updated!
Our long-term commitment to sustainable tourism will be further
strengthened by the takeover of the brand “respect”. In this way our
competence in tourism and development policy gets its own logo.
Following the inauguration of a cross-border Natura Trail, the
Landscape of the Year (LoY) 2010/11: Slovak Karst – Aggtelek
Karst will have its closing event, and preparatory work for the next
LoY (2013/14 Oberrheingraben DE/F/CH) will start.
Our EU-Policy office in Brussels will continue to disseminate and
integrate Naturefriends positions into EU policies as it did successfully in 2010, and it will serve for our member organisations as an
information and service hub.
With the publication of a handbook on integration/migration and
Naturefriends another focus will lie on social aspects of experiencing nature. This handbook will be presented at the triennial NFI congress that will take place 29 September – 1 October 2011 in Graz,
Austria.
We all hope to receive positive feedback on this Yearbook publication so that by the end of 2011 we can start working on the Yearbook of that year.
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Ausblick 2011
Martijn van den Berg, Florian Rosenberg

Dieses Jahrbuch beinhaltet viele Highlights die 2010 in und um die
Naturfreundebewegung stattgefunden haben. Um aber nicht nur
zurück zu blicken, wollen wir an dieser Stelle einen kurzen Ausblick
auf einige Aktivitäten bieten die sich für 2011 abzeichnen, und die
wir gerne mit Beteiligung und Unterstützung durch unsere Mitgliedsorganisationen organisieren möchten.

IYNF
Der Fokus unserer Arbeit wird 2011 in der Weiterführung und Intensivierung unserer Netzwerk-Aktivitäten stehen. Dafür wird die Stelle
eines Netzwerk-Koordinators geschaffen, ein Set an Unterlagen und
Werkzeugen für die Arbeit unserer Mitglieder erarbeitet, und eine
Netzwerk-Konferenz vom 24.–29. Mai in Baden (D) organisiert. In diesem Jahr werden wir auch wieder viele unserer regelmäßigen und weniger regelmäßigen Aktivitäten durchführen – die aktuellen Angebote
an Trainings, Seminaren, Workshops und Austauschprogrammen können jederzeit auf unserer Website abgerufen werden: www.iynf.org
Mit unseren digitalen Newslettern „Courier“ (2-wöchentlich) und
„Calendar“ (monatlich) halten wir unsere Mitglieder, Partner und Volontäre auf dem Laufenden und informieren über unsere Angebote und
Aktivitäten. Eine Möglichkeit für Mitgliedsorganisationen auch selbst Inhalte zu publizieren bietet das vierteljährlich erscheinende Print-Magazin „Tube“ – Beiträge können gerne an iynf@iynf.org gesendet werden.
Wir freuen uns immer über Anregungen und Feedback.
Auf europäischer Ebene werden wir weiterhin die Interessen unserer Mitglieder und Partner bei Treffen der NFI und des European
Youth Forum vertreten. Besonders in diesem Bereich wird sich der
Schwerpunkt unserer Arbeit auf das Europäische Jahr der Freiwilligentätigkeit 2011 konzentrieren. Weitere Details zu unseren Aktivitäten und Strategien finden sich in unserem Arbeitsprogramm 2011
und in unserem Strategieplan 2011–2013, die unter www.iynf.org
als Download angeboten werden.
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NFI
Für die NFI wird 2011 ein sehr spannendes Jahr werden, für das
sich erste Highlights schon abzeichnen. Da der folgende Ausblick
nur einen kleinen Teil unseres gesamten Jahresprogramms abdeckt,
verweisen wir an dieser Stelle gerne auf unseren monatlichen, dreisprachigen Newsletter, der über unsere Website www.nf-int.org
abonniert werden kann und ein kontinuierliches Update zu unseren
Aktivitäten und Projekten bietet.
Mit der Übernahme der Marke „respect“ des vormals eigenständigen Vereins für nachhaltigen Tourismus und Entwicklung wird unser langjähriges Engagement weiter gestärkt, und unsere tourismusund entwicklungspolitische Kompetenz erhält ein eigenes Logo.
Im Rahmen der Abschlussveranstaltung der Landschaft des Jahres (LdJ) 2010/11: Slowakischer Karst – Aggtelek Karst wird ein
grenzüberschreitender Natura Trail in der Region eröffnet, und
ebenfalls noch 2011 beginnen erste Vorbereitungsarbeiten für die
LdJ 2013/14: Oberrheingraben.
Unser Büro in Brüssel wird weiterhin erfolgreich daran arbeiten
Naturfreundepositionen auf europäischer Ebene zu verbreiten und
diese aktiv in EU-Strategien einfließen zu lassen. Darüber hinaus
dient das Brüsseler Büro unseren Mitgliedsorganisationen fortwährend als Informationsstelle. Ein spannender Schwerpunkt liegt mit
der Publikation eines Handbuchs zum Thema Integration/Migration
und Naturfreunde auf den sozialen Aspekten des Naturerlebens. Das
Handbuch wird im Rahmen eines weiteren Höhepunkts des Jahres
präsentiert, beim dreijährlichen Kongress der NFI, der vom 29. September bis 1. Oktober 2011 in Graz (A) stattfinden wird.
Gegen Ende des Jahres 2011 könnten dann auch schon wieder
die Arbeiten am nächsten Jahrbuch beginnen – vorausgesetzt dieses Jahrbuch findet Anklang bei Euch, seinen Leserinnen und Lesern. Wir freuen uns jedenfalls sehr über Rückmeldungen und Anregungen!

Perspectives 2011
Martijn van den Berg, Florian Rosenberg

Le présent Annuaire énumère un grand nombre d’événements
ayant eu lieu en 2010 au sein et autour du mouvement des Amis
de la Nature. Mais pour ne pas seulement regarder en arrière, nous
souhaitons également vous présenter brièvement nos activités pour
2011 que nous allons organiser avec la participation et le soutien
de nos organisations membres.

IJAN
Poursuivre et intensifier nos activités de réseau en 2011 reste le
point fort de notre travail. Pour ce faire, nous allons créer le poste
d’un coordinateur réseau, élaborer une série de documents et
d’outils utiles pour le travail de nos adhérents et organiser une conférence du réseau à Baden (Allemagne), du 24 au 29 mai. Nos activités régulières et moins régulières se poursuivront également
cette année, telles que cours d’entraînement, séminaires, ateliers et
programmes d’échange que vous pouvez à tout moment consulter
sur notre site internet. www.iynf.org
Nos Newsletter numériques « Courier » (deux fois par semaine)
et « Calendar » (une fois par mois), assurent le contact avec nos
membres, partenaires et volontaires pour les renseigner sur nos
offres et nos activités. La revue « Tube » publiée une fois par trimestre sous forme papier permet aux organisations membres de
rédiger elles-mêmes des articles – vous êtes invités à transmettre
vos contributions à : iynf@iynf.org. Toutes vos suggestions et réactions seront les bienvenues.
Nous continuerons à défendre les intérêts de nos membres et
partenaires à l’échelle européenne, à l’occasion des rencontres de
l’IAN et du European Youth Forum. Dans ce domaine, un point fort
de notre travail en 2011 sera l’Année européenne du volontariat.
Vous trouverez plus de détails sur nos activités et nos stratégies dans
notre programme de travail 2011 et dans notre plan stratégie 20112013 que vous pouvez télécharger à l’adresse : www.iynf.org.

IAN
Pour l’IAN, l’année 2011 sera une année passionnante dont les
premiers grands événements se profilent déjà à l’horizon. Etant
donné que l’aperçu ci-après ne comprendra qu’une petite partie
de l’ensemble de notre programme annuel, nous vous rappelons
que vous pouvez souscrire sur notre site internet www.nf-int.org
un abonnement pour notre newsletter mensuel en trois langues qui
vous offre la gamme complète de nos activités et de nos projets régulièrement mis à jour.
La marque « respect » reprise de l’ancienne association indépendante pour le tourisme et le développement durable, et nous
permet de renforcer notre engagement de longue durée dans ce
domaine.
Dans le cadre de la manifestation de clôture du Paysage de
l’Année 2010/11 : Le karst de Slovaquie –Le karst d’Aggtelek, un
sentier transfrontalier Natura sera inauguré dans la région, et les premiers travaux de préparation pour le Paysage de l’Année 2013/14 –
Oberrheingraben commenceront également encore en 2011.
Notre bureau à Bruxelles poursuivra son travail pour diffuser avec
succès les positions des Amis de la Nature à l’échelle européenne et
pour les intégrer activement dans les stratégies de l’Union européenne. Par ailleurs, le bureau à Bruxelles sert constamment de service
d’information à l’intention de nos organisations membres. La publication d’un manuel en matière d’intégration/migration et Amis de
la Nature met l’accent sur les aspects sociaux de l’expérience de la
nature. Le manuel sera présenté dans le cadre d’un autre événement
majeur de l’année, du Congrès trisannuel de l’IAN qui se tiendra du
29 septembre au 1er octobre 2011 à Graz (Autriche).
Les travaux pour le prochain Annuaire devraient également commencer à la fin de l’année 2011 –pourvu que le présent Annuaire
vous plaise, chers lecteurs et lectrices. Nous attendons vos réactions et propositions !
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IYNF – Who we are

Secretariat staff
Martijn Van den Berg – Secretary General, Dutch,martijn@iynf.org
Ivan Blažek – Finance & Office Coordinator, Slovak, ivan@iynf.org
Marie Venclová – Meetings Coordinator until end of 2010, Czech,
currently write to anna@iynf.org
Lucie Frišová – Yearbook Editor & Trainer, Czech, lucie@iynf.org
Zane Šmite – EVS volunteer since 1 September 2010, Latvian,
zane@iynf.org
Tiago Marques – EVS volunteer since 1 October 2010,
Portuguese, tiago@iynf.org

Friedrich Köckert – President, German, Member of NFJD,
friedrich@iynf.org
Anna Foldhazi – Vice-president Hungarian, Member of TFSz,
biba@iynf.org
Klara-Maeve O’Reilly – Vice-president, German-Irish, before member of NFJ Hessen, klara@iynf.org
Andreia de Nascimento – Vice-president, Portuguese, member of
Rota Jovem, andreia@iynf.org
Max Hirschel – Vice-president, Dutch, member of NivonJong,
max@iynf.org
Martijn van den Berg – Secretary General, Dutch, martijn@iynf.org
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The Presidium

NFI – Who we are

Team
In alphabetical order:
Christian Baumgartner, Andrea
Lichtenecker, Sarah Maier, Judith Michaeler,
Anita Pinter, Grit Restetzki, Stefanie Röder,
Sandra Roling, Florian Rosenberg, Martha
Tanzberger, Christian Wagner

Details and contact:
www.nf-int.org/team

Board

photos: NFI archive

In alphabetical order:
Christian Baumgartner, Michèle Davieau,
Friedrich Köckert, Krzysztof R. Mazurski,
Wilfried Meulenbergs, Petra Müller, Manfred Pils, Rudolf Schulthess, Ed Smit

Details and contact:
www.nf-int.org/board
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Thank you!
Thanks for contribution to this Yearbook.
We would like to thank the Editorial team, Proofreader and Translators, our Graphic designer
and all people that wrote contributions to the Yearbook or have sent us pictures. With your
input it has become a very interesting and colourful publication.
Thanks for everything what you have done in 2010.
We would like to use this opportunity to thank all the people and organisations that have been
involved in our organisations and made the year 2010 such a success! Unfortunately it is not
possible to personally thank everyone but thank you our active and wonderful volunteers,
trainers, team and board members, facilitators, ambassadors and participants.
We appreciate and value you a lot.
IYNF would like to thank the following institutions, companies and organisations
for their kind support throughout the year 2010.

COUNCIL
OF EUROPE

CONSEIL
DE L'EUROPE

Many great activities of IYNF during 2010
happened under YouNite project,
supported by Youth in Action
Programme.

Without your support our work wouldn’t be possible!
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Become part of the IYNF Network!
Werden Sie Teil des IYNF Netzwerks!

Devenez membre du Réseau IYNF!

Martijn van den Berg

NATUURVRIENDEN

vzw

BERGSTIJGERS

Your organisation?

As you can read in the article of Christian Baumgartner on page
57 of this Yearbook, everybody has a different idea about networking. In some cases it is indeed an empty “buzzword”. Christian also stretches the importance of networking in his article. A
few years ago we decided to create the IYNF network and to give
the word “networking” meaning and content. Even though we
learn as we go and still shape the IYNF network, we already have
quite a lot to offer. The fact that our network gets bigger every day
and there is a growing interest in the network tells us that this is
the right path to go and where our added value is as an umbrella
organisation in 2011.
Our aim is to keep the network growing by ensuring that there
are enough peers of each group, based on geographical balance,
working fields and the size of the organisations (national, regional
and local). Therefore we also would like to invite you to join us!
We truly believe that joining our network will bring a lot of new
experiences and possibilities to your organisation or group. You

can go international, learn from others, share your knowledge
and find new partners for fruitful project-based cooperation. The
IYNF’s role is to facilitate this network, provide the right tools, support, contacts, knowledge and people to increase the self organising skills of yours, our members. We help you find other organisations that best fit your needs and interests, increase your chances
of receiving funding and improve the overall quality, outcomes and
impact of your international projects! Currently we offer networking projects in the fields of Teencamps, Youth exchanges and are
starting up a multi EVS network. To find out more about why our
network matters and why you should be a part of it, what services
we offer, the criteria and how to get involved, please look at our
website www.iynf.org/networking. There is also a special leaflet
about the IYNF Network available for download or to be ordered
in hard copy version. Of course you can also send an email to networking@iynf.org or call us at +420 234 621 573. We are looking
forward to hearing from you!
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